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Murray stores surviving recent closing trends
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Despite recent announcements of store closures across Kentucky and the South, Murray's Dawahares and Goody's stores in
the Shoppes of Murray will remain open and continue to add to the local economy.

Work starts
to economize
I bridge designs
—
• PADUCAH,
Ky.
Engineers and design staff have
already started work on a list of
tcleas for economizing design
*ions for new U.S. 68/Ky. 80
bridges over Kentucky Lake and
Lake Barkley. It could then take
two months or more to fully
develop those ideas deemed to
have potential.
.."'• The Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet postponed a public

meetings was needed to re-evaluate costs after consultants
found some of the final four estimates exceeded available funding.
Cabinet Executive Advisor
Bill Gulick said in recent weeks
that consultants calculated more
realistic cost estimates that put
the total cost of the two bridges
at up to $540 million.
That cost estimate would
have likely pushed construction

meeting on the U.S. 68/Ky. 80

of the bridge-aback," t7halicit said

Lake Bridges Design Project
that was scheduled for this
evening at Lake Barkley State
Resort Park. Transportation officials say ideally the agency
would like to reschedule the
public meeting within a few
Months.
According to a KYTC
release, several members of the
Lake Bridges Design Team met
Wednesday to determine how to
best approach the economizing
effort. The delay in what would
have been the final of three Lake
Bndges Design Project public

in the release.
Several public officials,
including State Rep. Melvin
and
0-Murray,
Henley,
JudgeCalloway County
Executive Larry Elkins, who
went to Frankfort last week,
indicated KYTC senior staff is
committed to building four-lane
bridge at each site.
Meanwhile, the design team
hopes to determine how long the
re-evaluation process might take
within the next few weeks.

See Page 2

Murray woman's rape
charge is dismissed
Staff Report
PARIS, Tenn. — The case against a Murray woman charged
with rape has been dismissed.
Henry County General Sessions Court officials said the charge
against Alisha Lynn Buoy, 25, was dismissed on a motion by the
Tennessee district attorney general's office in Huntingdon during a
hearing in Paris Tuesday morning.
Bucy was accused of committing unlawful sexual penetration of
a child less than 13 years of age during an incident alleged to have
taken place on Saturday. May 3. According to court officials, the
motion for dismissal was entered because the office did not think
there was sufficient corroborating evidence to prosecute and move
the case forward.
Bucy was arrested by Henry County Sheriff's Department following an investigation by the department's criminal investigation
division May 7. The inquiry followed a complaint filed by the
Tennessee Department of Childrens Services on behalf of the
minor.
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By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
The economic strain on retailers became more evident when pnvately-owned Goody's Family Clothing, Inc. and department store
Dawahares announced filing bankruptcy within days of each other.
Goody's cited "tightening credit markets, strain on merchandise
flow and a sizable but isolated number of underperforming stores in
the chain- as the reasons for their "restructuring," according to a
press release issued Monday.
As a result, 69 stores, including the location in Paducah, will be
closing. The Murray store, however, was not listed on the company's
Web site as one of the "underperforming" locations.
—Them staying in Murray certainly is going to be good for our
local economy," said Murray Chamber of Commerce Director Lance
Allison. "Having as many places to shop as we can makes everybody better, so we're very glad to hear that they won't be leaving
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Murray Calloway Transit Authority Director Bjame Hansen looks over plans for a new transit center at the site on Lowes Drive
west. U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield, R-Ky., is expected to attend a ground breaking ceremony for construction of the new facility at
noon Monday.

New transit center to
break ground Monday
By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
The Murray Calloway Transit Authork
will break ground for construction of a new
5,000-square foot office building Monday
morning.
MCTA Director Bjarne Hansen said
employees of the city-county supported
agency will turn the first official shovel of
dirt on construction during a ceremony at
noon Monday at the site on Lowes Drive off
Ky. 121 North near the Murray Place
Apartments.
Hansen says he's looking forward to
moving into the building when the construction is completed by the end of the year.
MCTA is currently located inside the
Weaks Community Center.
"Spacewise. we're in a much smaller
office here and we're really looking forward
to moving into our own building." Hansen
Graphic provded
said. "We should be able to move in
This artist's conception depicts the new Murray Calloway Transit Authority office to
December."
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield, R-Ky., who is be constructed on Lowes Dnve near the Murray Place Apartments. A ground breakcredited with helping to secure federal fund- ing ceremony for construction of the 5,000-square foot facility is scheduled for floor:
ing to pay for the project, is expected to Monciay at the site.
attend. Members of the MCTA Board of chase the property about a year ago. The ck purchases had already been made.
The MCTA Board of Directors is now
Directors along with city and county offi- funds were allocated to construct a new cencials have also been invited.
ter of operations and possibly purchase working on getting a private drive adjacent
Hansen also credits Sen. Jim Bunning for some additions to the MCTA bus and van to the property donated to the City of
Murray so it can he used for public transhelping to secure the funding for the con- fleet.
struction.
Hansen said most ot the funds were used
MCTA was granted $1.3 million to put to purchase the property because most vehiSee Page 2
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Tornado hits Boy Scout camp

PoliceSheriffsins
Murray Police Department
-A traffic accident with injuries was reported at the intersection of
U.S. 641 and Ky 94 Friday at 927 a m
-Criminal mischief to a vehicle was reported at 311 N 7th St at
949 a m
-A theft was reported at 1214 Peggy Ann Dr at 11:02 a.m.
-Criminal mischief was reported at 1633 Hamilton Ave. at 3:23
p.m.
-Tires were reported slashed at 413 N 5th St at 5:41 p.m.
-A traffic accident with injuries was reported on Radio Road at
6-24 p.m
-A traffic accident with injunes was reported at 1060 Almo Road
Saturday at 5:35 p m.
-A theft of a purse was reported to the police department Sunday
at 6:27 p.m.
-A theft of a garage door opener was reported at 1004 S. 16th
St. Monday at 2.28 p.m
-Gracie Henson. 46. of Hardin was cited for shoplifting at 506 N.
12th St at 4 14 pm
-A theft was reported at the ponce department at 8.16 pm
Murray State University Pollee Department
-A caller reported a bicycle stolen from Winslow Thursday at
8.43 a m.
--A report jf a stolen bicycle was taken at the 15th and Olive
parking lot.
-A caller reported a cell phone missing from the Wellness Center
Monday at 7-59 p.m.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
-Vandalism was reported on Hollytree Drive Monday at 8.47 p.m.
- Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from venous agencies.

By The Associated Press
BLENCOE. Iowa tAPI
Frightened Boy Scouts huddled
in a shelter as a tornado tore
through their western Iowa
campground. killing four teens
and injunng 48 others who had
little warning of the approaching
twister.
fornadoes also raked Kansas
on Wednesday, killing at least
two people, destroying much of
the small town of Chapman and
causing extensive damage on
the Kansas State University
campus.
Iowa rescue workers cut
through downed branches and
dug through debris amid rain
and lightning Wednesday night
to reach the camp where the 93
boys, ages 13 to 18, and 25 start
members were attending a
weeklong leadership training
camp.
The tornado killed three 13year-olds and one 14-year-old,
said Lloyd Roitstein, an executive with the Mid America
Council of the Boy Scouts of

AP
Boy scouts arnve at the West Harrison High School in Mondamin. Iowa, today, where they
were to be reunited with their relatives. At least four died and scores injured when a tornado
touched down at the Little Sioux Scout Ranch, where scouts were training.
supervisor, said he dug through
the wreckage of a collapsed fireplace to reach victims in a building where many scouts were
seeking shelter when the twister
struck at 6:35 p.m.
":A bunch of us got together
and started undoing the rubble
from the fireplace and stuff and
waiting for the first responders,"
White told KMTV in Omaha.
Nch. "They were under the
tables and stuff and on their
knees. but they had no chance."
The nearest tornado siren, in
nearby Blencoe, sounded only
briefly after the storm cut power
to the town. said Russ
Lawrenson of the Mondamin
Fire Department.
Taylor Willoughby. 13. said
several scouts were getting
ready to watch a movie when
someone screamed that there
was a tornado Everyone hunkered down, he said, and windows shattered.
"It sounded like a jet that was
flying by really close," Taylor
told NBC's "Today." "I was
MC:Over.All the scouts and stall were hoping that we all made it out
accounted for. Meyer said, OK. I was afraid for my life."
Ethan Hessian. also 13. said
adding that searcher. were mak ing another pass through the he crawled under a table with
grounds to make sure no one his friend. "I just remember
over at my friend. mui
else was inured. The ...amp was
all of a sudden he just says to
destroyed.
Thomas White, a scout me. 'Dear God, save us.-

America. He did not release the
names of the victims.
Roitstein said a tornado siren
went off at the camp. but the
scouts had already taken cover
before the siren sounded.
The boys had been in two
groups when the storm hit the
Little Sioux Scout Ranch in the
remote Loess Hills. One group
managed to take shelter, while
the other was out hiking.
At least 42 of the injured
remained hospitalized this
morning, with everything from
cuts and bruises to major head
trauma. said Gene Meyer.
Iowa's public safety commissioner. At least four of the
injured were airlifted front the
tamp, he said, refusing to elaborate on their conditions or identify the dead.
-Our thoughts and prayers
are with the victims and the
families of the victims." Gov.
Chet Culver said. "We continue
to do everything we can to make
sure those injured are going to

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
A SMOOTH FINISH: Workers from the Calloway County Road Department worked
Wednesday finishing concrete in the spacing areas of a bridge on Bailey Road near
Cambndge Dhve. The bridge should reopen soon. Pictured above are: James Turner, front
left: Mar* Collins, front right, Chad Sharp, standing left: and Anthony Coe, standing right.
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PHILADELPHIA (AP)
- The East Coast heat wave
has claimed the lives of 17
:people, and most of the vit.
tints were elderly.
The Philadelphia medical)
examiner's office says eiglg
people died of heat-related
causes in the four days at
scorching temperatures.
Six others died in Nevi
York City anti two died In
Maryland, A 65-year-oid
man also died of sunstroke
in the Philadelphia suburb of
Pottstown. Pa., while sunbathing.
The Philadelphia victims
ranged in age from 65 to 95.
Five of the six people wliO
died in New York were over
70 and were found in their
homes. One of the two mos
who died Maryland collapsed after using a push
lawnmower in the heat.
The region suffered
through temperatures in the
high

00, from

g..ttkr‘1,1),

through Tuesday...

Courthouse Square to be rockin' Saturday
sponsoring the 2nd annual Car Show- 8:30 ant
Special to the Ledger
This will he another big Hannigan's Happening with a p.m.;
Saturday on Murray's Court display of some of the most
• Hannigan's Happening
unusual and stunning motorcySquare.
8:30 a.m.-1230
Exhibitionbe seen anyThe Saturday Market will he cle sidecars to
p.m.
dazzling with fresh produce. where.
Downtown street closings on
Admission to each of the
beautiful flowers and products
the
to
open
and
free
is
events
from 7 a.m. until I
Saturday
Murray
from local artisans.
p.m are listed as follows: •
Main Street's annual -Cruisin' general public.
Times for the Saturday
on the Square" Car Show will
•Maple Street between 4th
feature over 100 restored vin- events are:
5th streets.
&
• Saturday Market- 7:30
tage and special automobiles in
4th Street between Main
•
a.m.-noon:
a competition for prizes.
•"Cniisin' on the Square" and Poplar streets.
The Murray Lions Club is

N Murray stores ...

May 17th'— October 18th
7:30 a.m. — Noon

From Front
"The decvoon to dose a large number of stores
and further consolidate operations was a difficult
one and we regret the impact that
this will have on sonic of our
Goody's
employees," said
recently appointed CEO Paul
White in a written statement.
"However, we believe these are
necessary steps as we work to
improve the business and return
to profitability."
Dawahares will close nine of
their 31 stores, according to a
Allison
report from the Associated Press.
In addition, the Louisville-based chain will also
reduce some ot its corporate staff

Where You Will Find
MURRAy

East Coast heat
wave claims 17

The

Sootav oc
,
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,
0014
Vendor Into 753-7222 • Downtown Court Square

!t's Time For
GUISIROHTHE
2008

The Murray location will remain open and in
business but the AP reported stores in Owensboro.
Bowling Green, Paducah, Glasgow, Maysville.
Mt. Sterling: Campbellsville. Newport and
Bluefield, W.Va. will close.
"What makes Murray wonderfu: is we scent to
buck the trends that go on around us," said
Allison. "Other places are struggling and we have
our moments as well, hut we're not struggling like
places around us.
"We have a great economy." he added. "We
don't seem to get hun in the same way that area,
around us do."
Employees and managers at both Muerat
Dawahares and Goody's stores would not cirri
mem and deferred all questions to the compat,.•,
corporate office.

II Transit center ...
From Front

OPEN CAR SHOW
Saturday, June 14th

[inflation traffic.
"Actually we bought about
six acres, but the entire plot or
land is about 10.5 acres." he

said. "Matt Jennings (a local
developer) donated 4.5 acres
and we're really grateful for
that."
The public is encouraged to
attend the groundbreaking

Parking will he available:. ai
Tanglewood Apanment. neajlb
For more information. Lin
tact Hansen at the MCTA olce
at 753-9725

Rain or Shine

Downtown Murray

I Bridge designs ...
From Front

Registration Begins at 8:00 a.m.
$15 First Entry • $10 Each Additional
3 trophies in over 15 classes Plus 'Best of Show'
GoodY bags'od
'fit)
door PriteS
& more:

MURAY

FOR MORE INFO
CALL

tred—

(270) 759-9474

KYTC Distnct One Public
Information Officer Keith Todd
said input gleaned front electronic polling at the first two
public meetings provided key
direction as the team whittled
about 24 design (lotions down to
nine, then down to the final four.
"Through the public participation process, it became clear
the public wanted both bridges

to he of similar design to provkle an entryway to the I.and
Between The Lakes and the rest
of the region." Todd said. "It
was only after the pubic
trimmed the options to the final
four that engineers were able to
produce more accurate cost estimates for consideration by the
executive staff."
Serving as gateways to the
Land Between the Lakes
National Recreation Area. the

bridges will he about eight in0c,
apart, connected by a new trkur
lane section of 68/80.
The new structures *ill
replace the Eggner's F•stav
Bridge across Kentucky Ladd
Aurora and the LawreC
Memorial Bridge across Lkikc
Barkley at Canton, which vskerc
built in the 1930s.
Find out more about the pki
ect at www.lakehridges.com:

STATE / LOCAL

Murraa Ledger & Times

kentockyln[idef
Kentucky lottery unveils
restructurIcyi
:
The Kentucky Lottery Corp is cuffing Its

Draud to reimburse state for car

f)--LOUISVILLE,
• work force and reducing some prizes to guarantee more of Its proceeds go to cash-strapped state government
The lottery's board approved a plan Wednesday that will eliminate
28 poerttons -- or 13 percent of the total workforce Three of those
positions are already vacant
The board also approved closing the lottery's Bowling Green
regional office and curtailing operations at three other regional
.offices in Prestonsburg. Lexington and Madisonville
The lottery also says it will slightly reduce cash prizes for winning
:acratch-oft *jests and cut advertising expenses by $1 5 million in the
7eorning year
The cutbacks come as the lottery approved a budget for the corn.1119 year designed to return 28 percent el its gross revenues to the
The lottery's current year operating resufts are expected to
return nearly 25 percent of revenues to state government

,Beshear follows predecessors
with trip to Japan Steve Beshear is following in the
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Gov,
footsteps cal his predecessors as he spends this week in Japan meeting with business executives
Former Goys, Biereton Jones, Paul Patton and Ernie Fletcher
made similar trips, hoping to lure Japanese companies to do business with Kentucky, either by making investments in plants in the
commonwealth Of buying Kentucky products japan ranks tirst in foreign investment in Kentucey.
Although Beehear has said the state faces a financial crisis, officiate have defended overseas economic recruiting trios as paying
dividends by attracting investment and creating lobs
On Wednesday, Beshear and his wife, Jane, spoke with Hitachi
Automotive Products Chairman Taal Hasegawa and corporate executives of Yamamoto Seisakusho Co Ltd. at a reception in Tokyo,
Governors have traditionally visited Japan in May or June. after
the legislative session is adioumed. Fletcher visited Japan in June
2004, May 2005 and June 2007
Patton visited Japan eight times during his two terms as governor
and twice as lieutenant governor

Poke: Man electrocuted
trying to steal copper
(AP) — Contral Kentucky police say a 24-

DT VERNON, tav
year-old man has died white trying to steal copper from a power line.
Kentucky State Police say James Wynn of Orlando in Rockcastle
Cosine, was standing on a ladder Wednesday afternoon when he
was electrocuted and fell from the ladder- Fie was pronounced dead
at the
The incident involved a Jackson Energy power line in Roctseastfe
County.
Kentucky Utilities spokesman Cliff Fettham. says copper has been
stolen recently from three KU electrical substations in central
Kentucky.
Feltham told the Lexington Herald-Leader that the thieves were
fortunate because it appears no one was hurt He says the area
inside a chain-link fence at a substation is extremely dangerous

BEREA. ley
guilty to a criminal abuse charge that was brought after his 2-yearold son suffered severe sunburn
Police say 27-yaw-old Bobby J Jones eon was oularde tor about
90 minutes Sunday, apparently witeout any protection from Me sue.
Authorities say when his mother arrived to pick up the boy, he had
golf ball-sized blisters or his shoulders and was burned on his face.
chest, hack and stomach
Jones entered his plea Wednesday He is being held in the
Madison County tail on $7.500 cash bond

Prospective MSU
students can take
virtual YouTube tour
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Prospective students all over
the world can now take a virtual
tour of Murray State University
simply by logging onto the
State
Murray
Internet.
announces the launch of a video
tour of campus and a YouTeibe
website.
Stan Marinoff and Chris
Haynes of MSU Broadcast
Media Services(BMS)recently
completed work on a campus
tour video hosted by two university student ambassadors.
The video allows people to view
the Murray State campus from
their desktop computer or laptop from anywhere in the world.
The tour takes the viewer
through each main area of campus and provides information on
each academic college and the
school of agriculture.

The video was created pnmanly for the traditional high
school student seeking a college
experience. "We wanted to provide viewers with a fast paced
online tour that peaks their
interest enough to come here
and see the campus for themselves," said Cathenne Sivills,
assistant vice president for institutional advancement /communications "Stan and Chris did
an excellent job preparing this
video as a source that students
can relate to in their own dement."
Visitors can access the video
from Murray State's homepage
at www.murraystate.edu, or
directle front the YouTube
at
channel
http://yoututie.com/user/murraystateuni

approved a two-year S I billion state budget that included significant cuts to multiple
government programs
Draud. a Republican former Kentucky
House member, was hired as the statee education chief late last year following a
lengthy and at times contentious search. The
job pays about $220.000 per year
Before hiring Draud. the Kentucky
Board of Education had hired Barbara
Erwin, an educator from Illinois. Erwin.
however, resigned before taking the job
after questions arose about her resume.
Gov. Steve Beshear also asked the hoard
to reopen its search, but the panel went
ahead and hired Draud as commissioner
instead,
Draud withdrew a request for additional
benefits in February after Beshear questioned the liming The hoard had approved a
proposal that would have given Draud 20
days of vacation and an extra 30 sick days
before the commissioner withdrew his
request.
Draud said Wednesday he used bad judgment and regretted any problems he may
have caused the board. Still. Draud maintained that the upgrades were safety features
that were important because as commissioner he may drive about 2.5.((X) miles per year.
"I think it's a pretty credible move on my
part" Draud said. "Not many people would
do what I'm doing — just like not many
people would give up the sick leave or vacation time that I was entitled to."
It was still unclear whether Draud would
pay for the $13,000 in upgrades, purchase
the car from the state or try to return it to the

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKR)RT. Ky. (AP)

Kentucky
Education Commissioner Jon Draud said
he'll pay out of his own pocket to prevent
the state from taking a loss on his new state
car that had $13,000 in
upgrades.
Draud, who spoke at
Murray State University
Monday for the Harry M.
Distinguished
Sparks
said
Series,
Lecture
Wednesday he's not sure
whether that means he'll
reimburse the state for the
high-tech extras or buy the
Dratid
car outright, Either way.
the
issue behind
Draud said he hopes to put
him.
"I also still maintain that I am a very eth
teal person. and I certainly think that most
of the decisions in my life that I've made
have been based on that." Draud told
reporters. "I also think that the story has
been very grossly over-exaggerated."
State government recently bought a nearly $31.000 Chrysler 300 for Draud to drive
as his state car. Draud signed off on the car
with nearly $13,000 in upgrades that included a more powerful engine, a handsfree
phone system and a global positioning system,
Kentucky is facing a tough two-year
budget situation, as economic forecasters
have projected a $900 million drop in revenue over the next two fiscal years beginning July I. State lawmakers recently

asergi:Xions for education
glare
conli
il
car
Kentucky Education Commissioner Jen
Draud recently signed off on the state buying him a new Chrysler 300 car Draud said
he's planning to pay out of his own pocket
to prevent the state taking a loss on the car
beyond what it normally provides for
employees
Otter state officials who are provided with
cars under their contracts get a Chevrolet
Impala with a base price of $15 600
Here s a breakdown of what Draud s car
cost
— Chrysler 300 base price $18 101
— 300C Hene package (engine) $10,946
— Global positioning system and handsfree
phone. $1 650
Total pnce of upgrades e12 596
Total price of car $30,697
AF
dealer, Draild said he would reinihurse the
state for any losses.
Board chairman Joe Brothers said hr
thought the issue should he resolved eith
Draud's decision.
-This is something that's developed that
has not developed the way we would have
wanted," Brothers said. "He's taken care of
it.
Still, board member Stephen Neal said he
was concerned that the controversy. over the
car has taken away some focus on education.
"Yes, it bothers me. But how long do you
dwell on it?" Neal said. "I mean it seems to
me we've got to move on

FDA still hunting tomato salmonella source
By LAURAN NEERGAARO
AP Medical Writer
WASHINGTON (API —
Federal health officials haven't
yet traced the source of salmonella-tainted tomatoes but, amid
an outcry from farmers, are
clearing innocent crops as fast
as possible,
"We're getting very close" to
outbreak's
the
identifying
source. Dr. David Acheson of
Drug
and
Food
the
Administration told reporters
Wednesday.

Father *ads not guilty to
Termed°,
sunburn
abuse over
NOTICE
rAlel — A central Kentucky fatter has pleaded not

MSU News Bureau

I bursdas, June 12. 200/1 • 3

II The Calloway County
Priliication will meet
today at 6 p.m, at the board
cameo on College Farm Road.
Items on tbe agenda include
the recognition of retiring
employees, the approval of
consent agenda items, a personnel report, departmental
reports and a superintendent's report.
/I The Murray City Council
will meet tonight at 6:30 p.m.
in the council chambers at
City Hall. Items on the agenda include the second reading to adopt the City of
Murray 2008-09 budget. A
first reading will also be held
to address the rezoning of a
portion of Riviera Courts.
• The Calloway County
Transportation Committee is
scheduled to meet at 9 a.m.
on Fnday in the conference
room at the Calloway County
Courthouse. On the agenda
for thc, meeting is consideration of bids for the purchase
of road department equipment
• The Murray-Calloway
County Park Board will meet
Monday at 7 p.m. in the
Chamber of Commerce conference room. Agenda items
include director and committee reports, bidding out contracts and an executive session 7egarding possible litigation
III To report a Town Cner
item. call 753-1916.
rintarri

harvesting or selling when the
outbreak began. It is directing
consumers to its Web site —
for
—
http://www.fda.gov
updated lists of safe regions.
State agriculture commissioners from the Southeast,
meeting in Kentucky. blasted the
FDA for harming the sale of
untainted crops.
"The FDA needs to work
with the states to pinpoint the
source of the outbreak and eradicate it without unnecessarily
harming producers whose products are not affected by the outbreak." Kentucky Agriculture
Commissioner Richie Farmer
said.
The FDA vigorously defended its consumer-protection
warning'. "We have gone overboard to try to inform consumers which tomatoes were not
part of this outbreak,- Acheson
said.

The outbreak, which has
sickened 167 people in 17 states
since April, is not over even
though it has been two weeks
since the last confirmed case of
a person falling ill, said Dr. Ian
Williams of the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention,
That's because state and local
health departments still are
investigating possibly more
recent infections.
The FDA has Warned consumers against eating certain
raw tomatoes: red plum, red
Roma or round. Grape and cherry tomatoes or tomatoes still
attached to the vine aren't linked
to the illnesses.
Also ruled safe are tomatoes
from more than 30 states or
eountries, including part but not
ali of mayor practised Florida.
where some counties have been
cleared but not others. The FDA
can rule out as suspects farms
and distributors that weren't

It takes a long time to even
tell an outbreak has begun,
much less solve it. People with
food poisoning don't always go
to the doctor, or have a' stool
sample analyzed — and when
they do, getting laboratory test
results can take two to three
weeks. Then health officials
must spot a pattern of illness.
Health officials in New
Mexico were first to alert the
CDC to a brewing problem on
May 22. They had a cluster of
salmonella cases, including
seven of a rare subtype.
The next day. New Mexico
officials posted to a government
database called PulseNet these
cases' genetic fingerpnnt, allowing the CDC to check whether
this same strain of Saintpaul was
infecting people elsewhere.
It was. in Texas and other
states. with the first illness dating hack to April 16. Williams
said.
•
•

TOM'S GRILLE
-JUNE SPECIALSTues.-Thurs. ii am-9 pm • Fri. & Sat. 11 am-10 pm •Sun. II ant-9 pm

$9“

8 oz. Marinated Sirloin

•

Chicken Pasta Primavera
Sundned tomatoes /11141h7ZYWIN, 1,n-teen!' et carriers
with Side Salad

C.

sir

64 oz. Broiled Tilapia
With Roasted Red Pepper Sauce
with Side Salad

$at,(f-

Marinated Chicken Kabobs
with Side & Salad

•

1501 N. 12TH ST.• MURRAY,KY • 753-4521

Open a new checking account at Heritage Bank
and get this sturdy, Step Stool & Tool Box combo!

illi)es

Ifyou're an existing customer and you refer afriend, you both receive the gift!
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WHAT A GREAT COMBINATION! Free checking, over 60 ATMs. free online Kinking.
Free bill pay, electronic statements, 18 banking centers, and a FREE GIFT!
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A ripple effect
on the roads

"wok issialain111111111111111

THAT 5ETTLE5 IT!
TOMORROW, WE BOTH GO IN
TO WORK AND A51( FOR A

The nation's gas woes are creating ripple effects that are
seriously hampering Kentucky's ability to build and repair its
roads.
With fuel prices at an historic high. Kentuckians and consumers everywhere are taking drastic measures to save on
their gasoline bills.
Most of us are cutting back on discretionary driving. People are carpooling to
work, and taking a pass on far-flung
vacations.
Others are getting rid of gas-guzzling
SUVs. GM just announced it will shutter
s to,
four plants that make large vehicles, and
consider selling its Hummer division. The
auto manufacturers' drawing boards are
with designs for smaller, more fuelAd filled
efficient cars.
they can't make hybrid cars
Legislative fastMeanwhile,
enough to keep up with the growing
demand.
UPdate
By Rep. Melvin
You might ask, what does any of this
Heey
have to do with Kentucky's roads?
D-Murray
All of these actions are resulting in a
major reduction in the number of miles
driven and the number of gallons of gasoline sold.
The Federal Highway Administration just reported that
Americans drove II billion fewer miles in March over
March of last year. It was the first time in nearly 30 years
that the number of road miles traveled in March actually
declined. That represents an awful lot of gasoline that people
didn't buy.
That's good for consumers and the environment, but bad
news for the State Road Fund, which is funded in part
through the state gasoline tax. It means there's less money
flowing to the State Road Fund, which in turn means less
money available for road projects.
At our Transportation Committee meeting in Frankfort last
Tuesday, Transportation Secretary Joe Prather presented a
report on the State Road Fund, in which he forecast continuing significant declines in the number of gallons of fuel purchased.
Because the road fund is the primary source of funding
From something old. new, borrowed
for construction of new roads and repair of old roads, a sig- and blue, to tossing the bouquet and
nificant decline in revenues would mean that some projects
the garter. superstitions of all stripes
are associated with weddings. Additional
are put on hold, while others are shelved indefinitely. We
old wives tales claim
have experienced the results of the declining road fund firstthat sputtering candles
hand, as the final paving of the unfinished portion of KY-80
are bad luck, and a
has run into difficulty. The latest update is that paving will
tardy groom is a poroccur in the not too distant future fiom U.S. 641 to Brim
tent of doom.
Road (North 16th Street). and the Transportation Cabinet is
So it's a good
doing their best to find sufficient money to pave west from
thing Ashley Oliver
Brinn Road, either two lanes to Coldwater or four lanes
was not superstitious
half-way.
on her wedding day
My thoughts are that we should press for a four-lane
in 2002.
half-way. because if they two lane the road we may never
"My candles kept
see the other two lane portion paved. If the road has four
blowing out," she
lanes with an unfinished sectioti pressure would build for the
Main Street reports.
"And my husBy Constance
completion of the project sooner rather than later. But, this
late to the
band
Alexander
is just my personal opinion. Others may think differently.
wedding."
Local
is
Fund
Trust
Making matters worse. the Federal Highway
She quickly
Columnist
expected to run into the red by early next year. Kentucky
explains that it was
receives significant federal highway funding. which will
not the unity candle
almost certainly be cut in the near future if the Federal
a nerve-wracking
lighting,
defied
that
Highway Trust Fund goes broke. This will exacerbate the
situation she had witnessed at a friend's
problems we already have as a result of declining gasoline
vows. And her husband was not exactly
sales, and will senously affect the construction of our
late for the ceremony. hut for the picof
much
because
Lakes
bridges across Kentucky and Barkley
ture-taking beforehand.
the funding for this will be Federal.
"He was taking his last motorcycle
It
dilemma.
fuel-driven
this
to
There are no easy answers
ride as a single guy.'' she says wryly.
to
took many years and multiple variables for this mess
"It was hot, hot, hot that day," she
develop. To turn it around, it's going to take talent, skill,
goes on. "Too hot for pictures outtechnology, diplomacy, innovation and a good dose of luck doors. It was so hot my makeup would
and all that still may not be enough, given the existence of
have melted."
geopolitical and macroeconomic factors beyond our control.
"Anything else go wrong?" I ask.
Policymakers in Frankfort and Washington have their work
"Well," the slender blond shrugs and
cut out for them
sweeps her bangs off her forehead.

CO5T-OF-LIVING-ONIVEINE
INCPEA5E.

Wedding bell blue end happily

4

Rep. Henley is a Democrat from Murray and represents
Calloway County and western Trigg County in the Kentucky
House 5th District.
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'The flower girl got sick on Thursday
or Friday before the wedding. And my
grandmother broke one of the glasses
that was supposed to be for the toast.'
Aside from those problems - all of
them solved in time for the wedding the ceremony at Paducah's Missionary
Baptist Church went fine.
Later that night, the bride and
groom checked into a local hotel, and
Ashley wanted to dunk her thickly lacquered hairdo in the whirlpool.
"I had so much hairspray, as soon
as I got in the hot tub in our room, I
stuck my whole head under the water."
She laughs when she tells the rest
of the story, but it was no laughing
matter. "I couldn't get back up. And
I'm thinking, 'Is my husband going to
kill me on our wedding night?' It felt
like someone was holding me under,"
she confesses.
But the groom was not even in the
tub with her.
Seconds later, when he saw her flailing, he pulled her free. Her hair had
been sacked into the filter.
"If he'd have been in the other
room..." She trails off and shrugs.
"Well anyway, it was a near death
experience."
The next challenge was her hair,
now a soaking wet, Medusa-like mess.
That was when she discovered she had
lost track of an essential item -- which
explains why, on her wedding night,

Ashley Oliver went to Walrnart with
her brand new hubby to buy herself a
hairbrush.
The next morning, the hapless pair
made it to the airport on time, but
when they got to Caesar's Pocono.,
Resort, Ashley discovered she had left
her whole makeup bag in her husband
truck. "We had to call the concierge
and someone took us to CVS. And it
was expensive," she says.
After the honeymoon, getting home
was no piece of cake. Because of a
flight delay. Mr. and Mrs. Oliver ended
up with an unplanned stay in Philadelphia, this time with no luggage at all.
"And we had to go to the gift shop
and buy even more stuff," Ashley says.
They got back to Carlisle County a
day late And more than a dollar short
but -- despite the rocky beginning -the two settled down, had a little girl..
and are living as happily ever after as
any couple outside of a fairytale.
June is the traditional month for :
weddings. If you have stories to share:
contact the columnist at constancealexander@newwaveconun.net
For more information about wedding
superstitions log on to: www.wed•
dingyellowpages.netiarticles/wedding_traditions_customs.php
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgercom.

My Little Town
I am haunted by the
lyrics of the Paul Simon
song. "My Little Town." I
do not dislike the song when
I hear it performed by
Simon and Garfunkel.
Rather, it is just the sort of
sad and melancholic tune
that appeals to me.
But just because 1 enjoy
the song does not mean that
I agree with its message.
Much like Sinclair Lewis's
"Main Street," "My Little
Town- presents a biting
commentary on small town
America. that life in such a
place is shallow and even
empty, void of action, void
of life itself.
In Paul Simon's words'
"In my little (own
I grew up believing
God keeps his eye on us
all
And he used to lean upon
me
At / pledged allegiance to
the wall
Lord 1 rec all
Ms little town."
Well. I grew up believing
the %WM thing. that "God
keeps his eye on us all."
and I still believe this to be
true And I. too. "pledged
allegiance" in school, not to
a wall, however, but to a

flag. the symbol of a country that I believed in. I still
believe in that country.
As I recall the little town
in which I grew up. my
remembrances of that place
were decidedly different than
the memories of Paul Simon,
who wrote:
"Coming home after
school
Flying my bike past the
gates
Of the factories
My mom doing laundry
Hanging our shirts
In the dirty breeze.
Rather than ride a bike. I
walked home from school,
once getting lost before a
kindly postman helped inc
find my way. And my
mother hung out laundry,
too, hut the breeze that I
remember was clean and
swcet. much like the air we
now breathe at home in
Murray.
Simon's song becomes
increasingly bleak in the last
two verses:
"And afier it rains
There's a rainbow
And all of the colors are
black
It's not that the colors
aren't there
Its just imagination they

lack
Everything's the
same
Back in
my little
town
Nothing
but the dead
and dying
Back in
my little
anti
town
ay
Nothing
By James
but the dead Duane Bolin
and dying
Ledger & Times
Back in
Columnist
my little
town."
In my experience. however, one's imagination can be
exercised best perhaps in a
medium-sized town such as
Murray. This town, a college town, holds so many
advantages over other communities of equal sin—culture, music and the arts,
entertainment and sports,
business and educational
opportunities—without the
disadvantages of larger
cities—rampant crime, congestion. pollution
Simon wntes that there is
"nothing but the dead and
dying back in my little
town.- but to me our town

H°C

,n. instead life and hope
s,
offers
and possibility.
Simon writes that:
"In my little town
I never meant nothin.
was fast my father's
To me, however, a town
such as Murray allows for
the opportunity to be someone, to be somebody, who
can make a difference. Anti
after all, it's not such a bad;
thing to be "my father's
'
•
If this column has become
a celebration of our town,
don't want you to get the
impression that I believe
everything is perfect here in:
Murray. We have problems
to deal with, prejudices to
overcome, injustices to
address. But, still, we have
the opportunity to grow, to :
make lives of purpose and
meaning.
Right here in our town
Right here in Murray.
Duane Bolin teaches in
the Department of History al
Murray State University.
may he reached at home or
office at duant.bolutenuir- _rayrtate.edu
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Obituaries
Mr*.filaarelle Ciendenon Nance

Paid Obituaries

Mrs Maurelle Clendenon Nance, 93, Alrno, died Tuesday morning, June 10, 2008, at NHC Cool Springs, Franklin, Tenn.
.4': A school teacher for 37 years. she began in a one room school Ms. Vivian Kale
teaching all eight grades. Among the many schools where she taught
The funeral for Ms. Vivian Hale will be Friday at 10 a.m, in the
included Barkley, Gilbertsville. Kirksey, Brewers, Alm() and North
chapel of J.H Churchill Funeral Home. Eugene Waggoner will offiElementary She was a life long member of Flint Baptist Church.
rrececang ner in death were her husband, John Ned Nance Sr., ciate.
Active pallbearers will be Eddie Clyde Hale, Gerald Paschall.
her parents, Arthur J. Clendenon and Beedie Donelson (71endenon,
e sister, Nell Clendenon Ridgy:ay, and one brother, John Jorge Cardenas. Tommy Vance, Marty Harper, Blaine Lasher and
John Vance. An honorary group will be members of Pairs & Spares
lendenon.
• Survivors include one son, John Ned (Skip) Nance, Alma one Sunday School Cla.ss of First Baptist Church. Murray. Burial will
'wee
t
ughter, Frances Howard and husband, Dale. Old Hickory, Term.; follow in the Elm Grove Cemetery.
w o ststera, Lucille Ross, LaGrange, and Evelyn Smith, Foley, Mo.;
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
grandchildren. Brandon Howard, Jeremy Howard and wife, (Thursday).
bekah, and Stephanie Howard, all of Tennessee; stepdaughter,
Ms. Hale, 83, Murray. died Sunday, June 8. 2008. at 5:30 p.m. at
Judy Tomeczek and husband. Harold, Illinois; four stepgrandchilCreek Health Care Center.
Spring
dren; several nieces and nephews. The funeral will be Fnday at 2
She had retired as an administrative assistant in the Continuing
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev, William B.
of
Miller will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City Education Department of Murray State University. A graduate
Church
Baptist
First
of
member
a
was
she
University,
State
Murray
5
p.m.
Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home from to 8
and a charter member of Pairs and Spares Sunday School Class. She
today (Thursday).
was a former membei of Murray Business & Professional Women's
Mrs. Thelma Crinile (T.C.) Lewis
Club and a member of the Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's
Mrs. Thelma Corinne (T.C.) Lewis, 76, Metropolis Lake Road Club.
West, Paducah, formerly of Murray. died Sunday,!une 8, 2008, at
Born July II. 1924, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
11:09 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
the late Leon Hale and Ruth Skinner Hale.
A homemaker, she was a member of Palestine United Methodist
Survivors include four cousins. Owen Henson Hale, Eugene
Church in McCracken County She served along with her husband.
Charles Hugh Chaney and Cortel Chaney.
Chaney.
Rev. Kendnck Lewis, while he was pastor of Cole's Campground,
acmple Hill, Independence. Goshen and Kirksey United Methodist
igiurches in Calloway County and Palestine in McCracken County. James L (Skip) Wright
James E.(Skip) Wnght. 57. Quemado. N.M.. died Tuesday, May
... Born Feb. 27, 1932, in Madison County, Tenn., she was the
'daughter of the late Edmond Durbin and Ruby Ann Bell Durbin. 27, 2008, at the home of his son in Destrehan, La. He was of
Also preceding her in death were one daughter, Amy Lewis, one Christian faith.
sinmdchild, Jackie Antwine, and one sister, Martha Durbin.
He joined the United States Marine Corps in
Survivors include her husband, Rev. Lewis, to whori she was
1971, where James served proudly as a helicopter
arried March 29, 1969, in Medina, Term.: three daughters,
door-gunner in the Vietnam War. He remained in the
terica (Pete) Nelson and husband, Don, Hot Spnngs Village,
Marine Reserves for many years following. While
•'-'I
rk., Debbie Hauser and husband, Gus. Chattanooga. Tenn., and
his life to law enforcement and the pnndedicating
Brad
son,
one
Tenn..
Jasper.
Sam,
husband.
nna Ferrell and
started off in law enforcement in
James
in.
believed
he
ciples
Ann,
ntwine, Metropolis. Ill.; two brothers. J.C. Durbin and wife,
mboldt, Thnn., and Laoyal Durbin, Camden. Tenn.; 10 grandchil- Wyoming as a deputy in Converse County Sheriff's Office and on
. Robin Nelson and wife, Deidre. Raven Nelson, Brandi their Mountain Search and Rescue Team. Jefferson Parish, La., was
ynolds and husband, Shannon. Anna Tate Perry and husband, his home for many years after serving with the Jefferson Parish
le, Bradley Tate, Evan Hauser. Ashley Martin and husband, Sheriff's Office and SWAT Team and the Homicide Division. He
yin, Sam Ferrell, Allison Ferrell, and Misty Shelton and husband,
also served with the Calloway County Sheriff's office in Murray,
yin; six great-grandchildren.
Ky., as a deputy and a detective.
The funeral will be Saturday at 6 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Survivors include his wife, Gracie L. Wright, Quemado; seven
officiate.
will
Leslie
Dan
Rev.
Murray.
urchin Funeral Home,
James E. Wright II, Michael Patrick Wnght, Matthew
children,
a
rial will follow in the Mt. Zion Cemetery, Medina, Tenn., at
ater date. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 3 to 6 p.m. Christopher Wnght and Jonathan David Wnght, all of Louisiana,
Saturday. The family has requested that no flowers be sent. and Melissa Wnght Gonitzke. Janey Lynn Wright and Kathenne
Expressions of sympathy may be made to a favorite charity or Marie Wright, all of Texas: one sister, Leslie Anne Nelson and
church.
brother-in-law and closet friend, James Alvin Helson, Murray. Ky.:
a
two brothers, Raymond Wright and wife, Laurie, Georgia, and
Mrs. Bile Jo Brown
Bobby Steele and wife, Brenda. Alm°, three grandchildren.
Mrs. Billie Jo Brown. 57, Gilbertsville, died Tuesday, June 10. Benjamin Wright Shelton, Gabriel Elvis Shelton and Lilina Isabella
2008. at her home. She had retired as a bus driver for the Marshall Sanchez.
County Board of Education and was a member of New Home
Preceding him in death were his mother. Martha Skaggs Helton.
Baptist Church.
one sister, Linda Duggan. He was born April 10, 1951 in
and
Bonds,
Donnie
and
Lonnie
sons.
two
were
death
in
Preceding her
Ky. A memorial service will be held in Qucmado, N.M., at
Paducah,
sister,
one
one daughter, Sharon Bonds, one brother, Thomas Snow,
Lucille Compton, and her parents. William Jesse Phelps and a later date. Minister John Sirrnen will officiate. Westside Funeral
Home. Marrero. La.. was in charge of arrangements. Expressions of
Imogene Powell Phelps.
. Survivors include her husband, Ronnie Brown; one daughter, sympathy may be made to the Amencan Heart Association in memKaren Baugus, Benton; three sons, Tim McKendree, Benton, Ronny ory of James E.(Skip) Wright.
Bonds. Opelika, Ala.. and Jeremy Bonds, Fayetteville. N.C.; four
sisters, Louise Millsap, North Carolina. Barbara Powell.
Gilbertsville, Patncia Grissom, Fainicaling, and Shirley Moms,
Murray; three brothers. Robert Phelps. Benton, Richard Phelps.
praves County. and Roger Phelps, Calvert City; 10 grandchildren;
one great-grandchild. The funeral will be Saturday at II a.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. C.W. Jackson and Dewey
Dick will officiate. Bunal will follow in the Birmingham Cemetery,
Benton. Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice. 2855
Jackson St., Paducah, KY 42003.
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disclosure about the Cold Warera germ and chemical weapons
testing and extend benefits to
veterans who participated in
them. A similar bill is scheduled
for a vote in the Senate Veterans
Affairs Committee later Mis
month.
Lawmakers say the legislation is needed because the
Pentagon has not acknowledged
a link between the tests and
health problems. which has
made it difficult for veterans to
get health coverage. Pentagon
officials don't rule out a health
link but say it's tough to prove.
"We cannot say that this
exposure 40 years ago had
absolutely no health effect,"
said Dr. Michael Kilpatrick. the
Pentagon's deputy director for
force health protection and
readiness. "I don't think any
physician would risk saying
that. Because how do you prove
that that's the case?"
A similar debate took place
around Agent Orange. the chemical defoliant used by U.S.
were to testify today before a
House Veterans Affairs panel forces in Vietnam that was
considering legislation that linked to cancer and other ailwould require more Pentagon ments in those exposed to it.

WASHINGTON (AP) -Jack Alderson was ordered
never to talk about the secret
weapons tests he helped conduct
in the Pacific during the 1960s.
He kept quiet for decades.
Sparse attendance at a 1993
reunion prompted Alderson, a
retired Navy Reserve lieutenant
commander, to speak out. He
!earned that more than half of
the 5(X) or so crew members
who took part in the tests were
either dead or suffenng from
cancer, respiratory problems or
other ailments. Alderson wondered whether his own skin cancers, allergies and chronic
fatigue were linked to those tests
or were simply the result of
aging.
"I was told by my bosses and
the docs and se forth that if you
follow these routines ... you're
going to be OK," Alderson. 74,
said in an interview. "We did
exactly as told. And we're finding out now that we're sick."
Alderam and other witnesses

Plan To Dine
With Us On

Cfpftn
Sunday,lune 15th • 1 p.m.-4 p.m.

464. Its (414 1041144 144os
• TIC.
Sei40•43 IS - 210, 2009
Features will include The White House,
National Cathedral, Arlington Cemetery,
The Smithsonian & Monticello.
Cost $863 per person double. 5I,125 single. $116 triple
Deposit of $125 due b) Jul) I. 2008
Call Today For More Information!
270-759-4852

Father's Day
0414. .

Sunday, June 15th

Breakfast Buffet 7:30 a.m.-10:30 d.M.
Lunch or D:nner Buffet
10:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

U.S. blames Shiite
militias for bomb
BAGHDAD (AP) - The etrator, or EFP. a signature
U.S. military today blamed weapon of Shiite militias that
Shiite militia fighters for a the U.S. alleges comes from
bombing the day before that Iran. At least 15 pounds of
killed six Iraqi civilians and explosives were used, it said.
"These special groups crimiwounded nine other people.
including two American soldiers nals continue to indiscriminately attack, kill and injure innoin Baghdad.
The blast occurred at about cent Iraqi civilians who are just
9:45 a.m. Wednesday when an trying to live their daily lives,"
armor-piercing roadside bomb said Lt. Col. Steve Stover, a
targeted an American convoy in spokesman for U.S. forces in
a northern section of the capital, Baghdad.'The U S. military uses
the term "special groups crimithe military said.
The statement, which gave nals" to refer to what it says are
the casualty toll, said the bomb Iranian-backed militia factions
was an explosively formed pen- refusing to follow a cease-fire.

•

Vets press for info on
1960s chemical tests

Kopperud Realty's
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1101 Walniart Drive
Murray, KY 42071

108 Pine Bark Drive

270-759-3809

This house is perfect if you want to be nestled in the center of three ternfic wooded lots near the lake. The beautiful setting is tranquil and the
house is comfortable with three bedrooms, three full baths, a roomy den
with great built-in bookshelves and a bay window for enjoying the view
It is located near Kentucky Lake in Lake Forest Estates. MIS #4334
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO INC
972 CHESTNUT ST.
MURRAY, KY 42071
(270) 753-4110

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (1-10

www.bankofcadiz.com
9ry

As'
Penrod U.S. Navy Cdr. jack Alderson stands outside his
home in Ferndale, Calif, this morning holding a recent report
on health effects from top-secret Pentagon chemical tests he
participated in during the 1960s.

630 North 12th Street
Murray, KY
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Calloway PreschoolI Headstart honored
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Wnter
County
Calloway
The
Preschool / Head Start has
achieved designation as an Early
Childhood ('enter of Quality.
Jason Scarbrough. director, was
recently notified of the award
by Annelle Bridges, director
of the Division of Early Childhood Development with the
Kentucky Department of Education.
correspondence
her
In
Bridges told Scarbrough. "We
congratulate Calloway County
Preschool / Head Start for
achieving designation as an
Early Childhood Center of
Quality. We appreciate your
dedication to the young children of Calloway County and
your desire to provide services of the highest standard for
every child."
She explained that, as a
Center of Quality. Scarbrough
will be recognized at the RTC
Summer Institute in June.
Scarbrough noted that on
the application for designation.
it was pointed out that an Early
Childhood Center of Quality
is defined as a "stand-alone
facility" with components that
included: state-funded preschool program: customized
development;
professional
inclusive classrooms; special
education services for deaf/hard
of hearing and blind/visually
impaired students. on-site, dedleadership;
icated
national/regional accreditation:
implementation of the Kentucky
Early Childhood Standards and
the parents Guides to the Early
Childhood Standards: and meeting all applicable state and federal guidelines.
Scarbrough said the Calloway County Preschool had
met all of the criteria for the
Center of Quality designation.
-They looked at the number
L.

TOUR

OPEN HOUSE
Friday, brae 13
4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

2007 Rugby
10 foot ceilings
1-1/2 lots

1548 Spring Creek Drive
Picturesque

Loretta Jobs Realtors'
301 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
Phone 753-1492

COS

DAR Chapter will celebrate
its 60th anniversary Saturday
The(aptain ANendell Our, Chapter of
the Daughters of the American Revolution
will celebrate its 60th anniversary on Sat
urday at 2 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
('ounty Public 1.ibrary.
The celebration will include a Flag Dal
program by Millie Filter. Kentucky OAR
U.S. Flag chairman: a "look back in time"
through the early years of the chapter
and installation of new members.
Members will contribute to a "Red
White & Blue" fruit and dessert buffet
By Jo Burkeen All members, prospective members and
Community
descendants of former members are invitEditor
ed to attend.

Datebook

Lightning Bug Rally Friday

Murray-Calloway County Parks and recreation and the JourFnd.a,
ney Church will have its first Lightning Bug Rally on
from 5 p.m. until dusk in Chestnut Park. Throughout the
evening, there will be free face painting, balloons and arts and
crafts activities. The public is invited.

Glory Bound Ministry Friday

GREG TRAVIS/ledger & Times
Jason Scarbrough, right. Calloway County Preschool pnncipalidirector, is pictured with some
of the students and staff.
of students in the classrooms. hood Center of Quality in each mission and philosophy for
the physical description of the of the 11 Special Education teaching and learning.
He said the designation was
center, staffing certifications Cooperative Regions. "The
and more." he said. -They Early Childhood Centers that important because it gives valheavily weighed professional achieve this distinction will idation to the preschool and
development, where we are and serve as models of practice for assures school officials they
where we're going and train- other districts in the region are on the right track.
"This shows us that we are
through on-site consultation.
ing for the future."
He said wrap-around serv- mentoring and presentations at doing what we are supposed
ices such as the Head Start state, regional and national con- to be doing and it gives our
parents great confidence in the
and Child Care programs and ferences."
Scarbrough said the Early preschool and the district. I
the Family Resource Center
were critical to the preschool's Childhood Center of Quality am proud of this designation
designation would apply for five and of our preschool program.
designation.
"We have a significant tran- years and they are required to This is a credit to our teachsition program plan that we submit reports annually in order ers and staff, to Debbie Plummer, the district director of
follow that helps the preschool to maintain the designation.
Among the information pro- Special Education. and to Steve
students make the transition to
vided for application was data Hoskins, the school superinkindergarten."
Scarbrough said the Ken- about the number of children, tendent. This helps to show
tucky Department of Educa- number of classrooms, pro- that we are providing quality
tion. Division of Early Child- grams available, staffing the education to our earliest stuhood development set out to center's Parent/Family Hand- dents which is a benefit to the
identify at least one Early Child- book, the center's statement of district and the community."

Bridges awarded honors scholarship
--Ky.
FRANKFORT.
Michael Bridges of Mayfield,
the grandson of Leamon and
Sue Blalock of Murray. has been
awarded a Robert C. Byrd Honors Scholarship to help pay for
his college education. This
scholarship award is $1,500 a
year for four years of college.
Bridges, a 2008 graduate of
Graves County High School,
will attend the University of
Louisville to study chemical
engineering.
"This scholarship will go a
long way in helping me reach
my college and career goals."
he said.
While at Graves County
High. Bridges was a cheerleader and a member of the
Interact Club, Calculus Club.
Science Club and Fellowship
of Christian Athletes_
He is one of only 84 seniors in the state this year to
receive a Byrd Scholarship, a
program
funded
federally

administered by the Kentucky
Higher Education Assistance
Authority (KHEAA). KHEAA
also administers other student
aid programs, including the
Kentucky Educational Excelknee Scholarship, where students earn money for college
by making good grades in high
school.
Bridges is the son of Chris
and Cindy Bridges and the
grandson of Gaylen and Pam
Bridges, all of Mayfield.
The Byrd Scholarship is
named for longtime U.S. Sen.
Robert C. Byrd of West Virginia, who authored the legislation establishing the program
in 1985. Kentucky receives
enough funding to award scholarships to 84 high school seniors each year, with 14 chosen from each of the state's
six congressional districts.
Recipients are chosen by an
independent panel, based on
academic achievement, com-

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Phday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Goshen United Methodist Churdh,
4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured groups will be Savlinnah Smith and The Peacemakers. Items will be taken
Need Line. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 7P
5643. Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-201a
-t
or e-mail glory-bound@hotmail.com

A.;

Blood drive on Friday

Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will Mt,
Center from 2 to 7 pin
Frirdlaydrive at Weak',
anbiooi
o

Movie in park on Friday

Harvest Land Ministries international will show a movie.
-The Locket" starring Vanessa Redgrave and Chad Willett. pn
Friday at 7.30 p.m. in the amphitheater at Murray Centtal
Park. Refreshments will be served and drawings for giveaways
will he held. For information call the church at 759-5107.

CCHS Class of 1973 to meet

Calloway County High School Class of 1973 will meet Saturday at 9 a.m. at Cracker Barrel to discuss plans for the
upcoming 35th class reunion. Interested classmates are encouraged to attend this planning meeting.

Battery Exchange Saturday

Orscheln Farm & Home will hold a battery exchange in
conjunction with its automotive check up on Friday and Saturday. Customer'. cal, bring any grand auto, marine, farm, truck
or two lawn and garden batteries in for recycling and receive
a five dollar gift card in exchange.

munity service, school involvement and counselor reeommenHannigan Motorsports and Lions Club of Murray will haye
dation.
Murray on Friday.
KHEAA and its sister its second annual Hannigan Happening in
For infer
agency. The Student Loan Peo- and Saturday. This is open to all motorcycle riders.
lsouth.nel
e-mail
happening2008@bel
or
767-0632
call
marion
finanstudent
ple, administer
cial aid programs to help Kentuckians pay for college. They
Coldwater 40's will have its 19th annual reunion on Saturalso provide free college planning and financial aid infor- day at 4:31) p.m. at Holmes Family Restaurant. Everyone is
mation to students, parents and invited to come and bring pictures and memorabilia.
counselors.
To learn how to plan and
prepare for higher education.
The annual Golden Pond Area Schools Reunion will be Satwww.GoHigherKY.org. urday at 10 a.m. at the Fenton Airport Pavilion in and Between
visit
For more information about the Lakes. located just past the Eggners .Ferry bridge on US
Kentucky scholarships and Hwy. 68. A potluck picnic will be spread about noon. Former
grants, visit www.kheaa.com:
faculty members and students of all the area schools are invitwrite KHEAA. P.O. Box 798, ed. For information contact Wendell Wallace at 1-270-522or
Frankfort. KY 40602-0798;
6721.
call (800) 928-8926, ext. 7381.
For more information about
student loans, visit www.stuMother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms.
dentloanpeople.com. write The
Student Loan People, P.O. Box is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Epis24328, Louisville, KY 40224- copal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
0328; or call (888) 678-4625. Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Hannigan event Friday and Saturday

Coldwater 40's reunion Saturday

Golden Pond reunion Saturday

Mother to Mother Group to meet

'Summer-in-the-Park' Saturday
The Master's Call, a gospel group, will perform at "Sum
mer-in-the-Park" at Pans Landing State Park amphitheater/iarg,
shelter area today from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. There is no admi,
sion charge.

SPEC/AL. COUPON!
Bring this coupon in and we will donate S5 00
to the Calloway County Humane Society
when we buy your gold or silver!
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The Corner 8hoppe
Antiques and Collectibles

300 Main Street • Highway 641 South
Hazel. Kentucky
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IAAP Memorial Scholarship awarded
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The Murray Chapter of the
International Association of
Calloway County DemocAdministrative Professionals
rats invite the public to join
award the IA.AP® Memorial
them for the annual Purchase
Scholarship each year in memArea Jefferson Jackson Dinner
ory of former members.
to be held Monday. June 30.
This year the recipient is
in the (urns Center ballroom
Ms. Jennifer Dixon. a student
at Murray State University. Li.
member of the Murray ChapGov. Daniel Mongiardo will
ter who attended Murray State
be in attendance along with
and this year earned her AV.:0Auditor Crit Luallen.
dates Degree and is pursuing
To allow visiting with friends
her Bachelor of Science Degree
aqui bidding on items in the
in Business at Mid-Continent
' silent auction, a social hour
University. Dixon is an active
will begin at 6 p.m. with dinmember of the Murray ('hapner at 7 p.m. Tickets are $25
ter serving on the Community
iSer person if paid by June 25
Service. Retirement Trust and
($30 each if paid after June
25).
TOM BERRWLedger & Times Executive Night Committees.
If you would like to spon- OUTSTANDING EDUCATOR: Dale Faughn, center, was hon- and chairing the Welfare and
sor a table, thc fee is 525. ored by Murray State University President Randy Dunn, left, Bulletin committees.
Ms. Dixon's work experience
'Table sponsors and donors to and Tim Heller right chairman of the Western Kentucky
includes inventory assistant at
the Silent Auction will he recEducational Cooperative, with the 2008 Outstanding Educator Briggs and Stratton Corporahgnieed in the program.
Distinguished Lecture tion. personal assistant to the
To make reservations or for Award during the Harry M Sparks
Hall. Faughn. 82, a president of the National FedAlexander
at
afternoon
Monday
Series
t urther information, contact
Kathy Jo Stubblefield at 753- i former Marine that fought at two Jima and an MSU alumnus, eration for the Blind (NFB).
3187 or Dottie Lyons at 753- I was honored for more than 50 years of educational service in and Office Extras. Jennifer is
involved in community sets6351.
Kentucky

p

11 he
7 pin.

tet Satfor the

ellCOUf-

mge in
nd Sata. truck
receive

ice and volunteerism. serving PTO member and parent volas secretary for the NEB (three unteer at her daughter's school
years): member of the Cal- as well as being active in her
loway County Homemakers: ('hutch.

Claywell attends Naval Academy's
Summer Seminar program

le Fti'hurilh.
Savdhen
t73
1-21)6

movie.
lett, pn
Cential
eaways
107. ,

Photo provided

Jennifer Dixon is on the left in the photo, the award is being
presented by Sarah Alexander.
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First birthday
celebrated
Aubrey Nicole Plummer celebrated her first birthday recently at the home of her grandparents, Keith and Debbie Pardue of Almo.
She is the daughter of Derek
and Jennifer Plummer of Collierville, Tenn., and also the
granddaughter of Debbie Plummer of Murray.
Several family members
•
were in attendance and were
served lunch, followed by cake
and ice cream.

C'harlton Claywell. a student at Murray High
School. recently attended the United States
Naval Academy's Summer Seminar program at
Annapolis. Md. The Seminar is a fast-paced.
six-day experience for high achievers who have
completed their junior year in high school.
The seminar admits only 2.250 students from
around the world to study life at the Naval
Academy. where academics, athletics, and professional training play equally important roles
in developing the nation's leaders. The other
members of Claywelfs six-member squad hailed
from Colorado. Alabama, South Carolina. Illinois and Maryland.
During the six-day session. Claywell lived
in Bancroft Hall (the dormitory in which all
Academy midshipmen live), ate in the dining
hall, and experienced a variety of activities.
including Sea Trials, a mock plebe indoctrination session, career opportunity presentations
by Navy and Marine Corps officers, and a
visit to Arlington Cemetery to observe the U.S.
Marine Corps Silent Drill Team.
The seminar has an academic focus. with
each student attending eight 90-minute workshops including Naval Architecture, Mechanical Engineering, Ocean Engineering, Aerospace
Flight Testing. Seamanship and Navigation.
Yard Patrol Craft (YFO Cruise, Ethics and Character Development, and History. 'The students
also completed the Candidate Fitness Assessment. one step toward eventual admission to
the Academy.

Photo provided

VISIT MADE: Some of the Calloway County Homemakers
had a day outing that included the Amish Community in
Marion where flowers, fresh vegetables, candy, and other
items were purchased, a ride on the ferry, and a visit to Cave
in Rock in Illinois. Pictured, from left, are Toni Glass, Ashley
Dixon, Brenda Kimbro. Dorothy Cook, Martha Robinson, Judi
Little, Kitty Davis. and Linda Passalacgua

Chat lion Claywell
Claywell is a member of the tv1HS Football
and Track Teams, a member of the Calloway

County 4-H Shooting Sports Club, and an Eagle
Scout with Boy Scout Troop 45. He is the
son of Gerald and Gina Claywell of Murray.

Subscribe by calling 753-1916
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McCain: Cutting casualties primary goal
PHILADELPHIA t API Avoiding CasUaitICS in Iraq is
more important than bnnging
troops home. Republican John
McCain said Wednesday, feeding an outcry from Democrats
who quickly declared him to he
out of touch with the public and
the needs of the military.
Appearing on NBC's -Today
Show," McCain was asked if he
has a better estimate for when
U.S. troops could leave Iraq.
"No. but that's not too important." McCain said. "What's
important as casualties in Iraq.
"Americans are in South
Loma. Amencans are in Japan.
in
are
troops
American
Germany. That's all fine.
American casualties, and the
ability to withdraw. We will be
able to withdraw. ... But the key
to it is we don't want any more
Americans in harm's way."
• The answer was in keeping
with McCair.'s long-stated argupent that as Iraqis take more
control of security in their country, the number of killed and
wounded U.S. soldiers should
gecline. He has said he could
gnvision troops withdrawing
ground 2013 but has refused to
4x a date.
Among the first to respond
was Senate Majority Leader
(tarry Reid, D-Nev.
"McCain's statement today
1sat withdrawing troops doesn't
!latter is a crystal-clear indicator that he just doesn't get the
grave national security consequences of staying the course."
Reid said in a statement.
"Osama bin Laden is freely plotting attacks, our efforts in
Afghanistan are undermanned.
and our military readiness has
been dangerously diminished."
• Others, including Democratic
Party chairman Howard Dean
arid Sen. Joe Biden, D-Del., the

chairman of the Senate Foreign
Relations committee and a former presidential candidate.
weighed in quickly after
Sen. John Kerry. D-Mass,
who in 2004 entertained the idea
of having McCain as a running
mate, responded on behalf of the
Obama campaign. repeating the
Democratic talking point that
McCain is out of touch on the
war.
"It is unbelievably out of
touch and inconsistent with the
of
concerns
and
needs
Americans, and particularly the
families of the troops who are
over there," Kerry said. -To
them it's the most important
thing in the world when they
come home. And it's the most
important thing in the world that
we have a commander in chief
who understands how you can
bring them home.Later, at a town hall meeting
in Philadelphia. McCain seemed
to directly address the claim that
he was insensitive to the needs
of veterans and their families.
He reiterated his support for the
military escalation that he
pushed for last year, noting that
since then, there has been a
reduction in U.S. troop casualties.
"I know it has caused great
hardship and pain," he said of
the war. "But I believe that in
the conflict in Iraq, with this
new strategy, we are succeeding."
In a teleconference with
reporters arranged by McCain's
campaign. Connecticut Sen. Joe
Lieberman accused Democrats
of a "partisan attempt to distort
John McCain's words."
Lieberman, who was Al
Gore's running mate on the
Democratic ticket but switched
to independent, said it was
apparent that McCain was

Johnson
resigns
from
Obama
Veep team

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
former CEO leading Barack
()llama's search for a vice presidential candidate resigned,
abruptly Wednesday after quest
lions about his home mortgaget
deals became a distraction for a
candidate who argues he's n
influenced by special interests.
Jim Johnson's resignatio
came a day after Obama defend
ed Johnson and
dismissed the
Republican
of
criticism
him.
"I am not
vetting my V.P.
search committee for their
mortgages,"
said
Mama
Johnson
Tuesday.
AP
He accepted
on
resignation
Republican presidential candidate Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., talks with a supporter after town Johnson's
Wedneaday, leaving the search
hall-style meeting at the National Constitution Center in Philadelphia , Pa., Wednesday.
at least temporanly in the hands
"answering a question about as a prisoner of war. As a mem- plicated political topic for both of two other
prominent
what his estimate is based on the ber of the Senate Armed candidates.
Democratic attorneys who also
For McCain, his support for had been scouting candidates -Services Commiree, he has
success of the surge."
"And he says he doesn't have emerged as a strong supporter of the war would seem to contra- former Deputy Attorney General
the estimate, because he's the war, although he has criti- dict public opinion polls that Eric Holder and Caroline
expecting it from General cized the handling of its first indicate more than 60 percent of Kennedy.
Petraeus sometime in July," four years by the Bush adminis- the public is pessimistic about
"Jim did Dot want to distract
tration and Defense Secretary its outcome, a sentiment that in any way from the very imporLieberman said.
would seem to favor Obama.
The vigorous response from Donald Rumsfeld.
tant task of gathering informaBut polls also show that the tion about my vice presidential
Obama, an early critic of the
Democrats illustrated their
desire to dilute what they war, aims to have all combat public is almost evenly split in nominee, so he has made a decibelieve is his strongest asset — troops out of Iraq within 16 their assessment of which of the sion to step aside that 1 accept,"
his national security credentials. months of taking office if he two candidates would best han- Obama said. "We have a very
dle the war.
McCain is a Vietnam veteran becomes president.
good selection process under
The war, however, is a cornwho spent more than five years
way. and I am confident that it
will produce a number of highly.
qualified candidates for me to
choose from in the weeks
ahead."
Johnson, the former chairforced
senator,
Illinois
The
Obama.
with
voters
traditional
-There's a lack of fire and passion for 'Where are the core
man of mortgage lender Fannie
inflamhis
for
pastor
former
his
reject
to
(McCain) right now, and for him to win, going to go, other than sit at home?" said
Mae, came under fire from GOP
that fire has to be kindled," said the Rev. Corwin Smidt, director of the Henry cen- matory rhetoric, has launched an ambi- candidate John McCain and the
He
program.
outreach
Jack Graham, a former president of the ter. "If you have limited resources, focus tious faith-based
Republican Party alter 'the Wall
16.2 million-member denomination on groups that are more swing and more met in Chicago this week with an array of Street Journal reported last
based in Nashville, Tenn., and among its crucial. On the other hand, to ignore your religious leaders, including conservatives Saturday that Johnson got mortlike Bishop T.D. lakes and Franklin
base is to do so at your peril."
most politically connected leaders.
gages with help from the CEO
Jeff Sadosky. a McCain campaign Graham.
"It's going to be a close election."What I hear from people,- said of Countrywide Financial Corp
camOraham said. -That's why John McCain, spokesman, said Wednesday the
McCain had accused Obama
in his attempts to run to the center, needs paign is working to build up its organiza- Richard Land, president of the SBC's
Religious
Liberties of hypocrisy for speaking out
and
to make sure he doesn't forget the people tion and motivate conservative voters "so Ethics
Commission. "is, 'John McCain was not against Countrywide's role ic
who will support him most aggressively we're successful in November."
The Rev. Frank Page, the SBC's out- my first choice, John McCain was not my the subprime mortgage crisis. ;
on the issues that matter."
Despite that sentiment, a poll released going president, said many evangelicals second choice, John McCain was not my
Obama's campaign declin4
this week showed that evangelicals do might not be enthused by McCain but third choice. However, I would rather to say whether he would replaco;
not appear to be running away from most will vote for him. McCain's pledge have a third-rate fireman than a first-class Johnson, who also led the vieiC
McCain. The survey, conducted in April to nominate Supreme Court justices with arsonist.' And they view Obama as a first- presidential search effort lot
and May by Calvin College's Henry a conservative judicial philosophy is a class arsonist."
Land and others believe the California Democratic nominee John Kenji:
Institute for the Study of Christianity and huge draw. Page said.
Page saw some positive in the lack of Supreme Court's recent decision to legal- in 2004 and Walter Mondale ik
Politics, found that about 10 percent of
evangelicals planned to sit out the elec- a McCain campaign presence in ize same-sex marriage will energize 1984. Obama said he was grate.
WI for Johnson's service.
Indianapolis. "I have admonished — lov- evangelical voters.
tion, about the same number as in 2004.
SBC "messengers," or delegates,
Johnson's resignation may
The survey, taken before the ingly but firmly — our convention not to
Democratic field was settled, found get too close to any political party," Page approved a resolution Wednesday night allow Obama to move aheint
McCain winning 59 percent of the evan- said. "Parties change. I think we need to condemning the ruling as a "terrible with the search process without
gelical vote, compared to President stay close to issues, and not hold alle- wrong." supporting a state amendment to the criticism surrounding hint
overturn it and calling for a federal con- but it also could make
Bush's 65 percent at the same juncture in giance to political parties."
it appeat
Page has kept his door open to politi- stitutional amendment prohibiting gay that the
2004.
campaign quickly cavect
"On the one hand,(McCain) can say. cians regardless of party, and has met marriage.
under pressure.

Southern Baptists wait for inspiration from McCain
ERIC GORSKI
AP Religion Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Four years
ago, the Bush-Cheney re-election campaign hosted a reception for Southern
Baptist pastors at a hotel across the street
from their annual meeting.
The rotiatry is decting A president
again, the Baptists are meeting again and
Johti McCain's campaign is nowhere to
be seen at a gathering of 7,200 people.
most of them staunch Republicans.
The absence has some Southern
Baptists wondering whether the Arizona
senator wants their vote. Others are more
sympathetic to a campaign still gearing
up, a candidate not known for talking
about his faith, and reticence McCain
might feel over his recent rejection of two
endorsements by high-profile, evangelical pastors.
In interviews, Southern Baptist leaders and the rank-and-file said they were
warily waiting for McCain to inspire
them while acknowledging that they will
vote for him anyway now that Sen.
Barack Obama, far too liberal for most
Southern Baptists, has all but secured the
Democratic nomination.
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14 this image released by Universal Studios, the Hulk is shown in a scene from, "The Incredible Hulk."
old arrangement," said David million weekend, then a record
By DAVID GERMAIN
Maisel, chairman of Marvel for June debuts.
AP Movie Writer
But word of mouth was bad,
Studios, a division of Marvel
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif.
Entertainment Inc."We have the and the audience quickly dried
(AP) — Mount Olympus never
power to greenlight our movies. up, leaving one of Marvel's
had such a potent gang as
We set our schedule. We're not standard-bearers in Hollywood
Marvel Comics, whose vast panlimbo.
reliant on a third party.theon ranges from Hollywood
"It was a noble experiment, I
A few elite franchises —
A-lister Spider-Man to the
among them Sony's "Spider- think, that first film. but I, like
murky shape-shifting process
Man" and 2(kh Century Fox's much of the audience, left wantserver Ditto.
"Fantastic Four" and "X-Men" ing a lot more than what we
Now producing its own film
with its upcoming "Wolverine' got," said Kevin Feige, Marvel
adaptations for all but a few prespinoff — remain under those Studios' president of production.
viously licensed superheroes,
The new movie is more
studios' control.
Marvel Studios unveils "The
That still leaves legions of action-oriented, clocking in at
Incredible Hulk- on the heels of
superheroes for Marvel to put on well under two hours, nearly 30
blockbuster "Iron Man.- whose
minutes shorter than Lee's °ark,
screen.
2010 sequel will be followed by
Iron Man was a beloved char- ponderous version.
an ambitious Marvel lineup.
As with "Iron Man," Marvel
acter among fans but far from a
Headlining their own Upcomname to general audi- cast an acclaimed actor, Edward
household
ing movies are Norse thunder
Spider-Man
god Thor, super soldier Captain Spidey, X-Men, Fantastic Four ences. The comic-book gods Norton, as Banner, the guy who
America and bug impersonator and other Marvel properties. smiled on his movie adaptation, turns into a not-so-jolly green
Ant-Man, those adventures cul- Marvel made some cash by though, as all the ingredients giant when angry. The story
came together to create an emulates the 'Pi show, with
minating in 201I's Marvel all- licensing
the characters for instant Hollywood franchise.
Banner a fugitive, and it gives
star tale "The Avengers."
compittance
a
was
it
but
films,
The manic charm of Robert him real villains to battle,
With an estimated 5.(Xk) pared to what studios hauled in
characters and a wealth of sto- on such billion-dollar franchis- Downey Jr. made billionaire including Tim Roth as Emil
weapons designer Tony Stark as Blonsky, a soldier transformed
nes dating back nearly 70 years, es.
interesting in a business suit as into the Hulk's huge nemesis,
Marvel could spin an endless
Lucas'
Following George
he was inside the metal contrap- the Abomination.
web of big-screen yarns.
Wars' formula, Marvel tion he builds to fight bad guys.
Roth did not see Lee's
"It's inexhaustible," said "Star
and
itself
movies
finances
now
Gale Anne Hurd, a producer on hires studios to release them for Downey•s own stints in rehab "Hulk" but said he expects the
"The Incredible Hulk" and Ang a fee. Paramount distributing added a nice nuance to the new movie will satisfy fans
looking for spectacle.
Lee's critically drubbed 2003 "Iron Man,- Universal releasing movie's boozy Stark.
"Our thing opens with a big
Director Jon Favreau struck
take on the character, "Hulk." "The
Incredible Hulk."
an ideal balance between action action sequence. That's proba"What I love is. Marvel is now
profthe
of
all
Marvel keeps
controlling Marvel's destiny. its and retains lucrative rights and character development, bly going to set the tone with the
They are the greatest caretakers for toys and other merchandise resulting in one of the best- audience," Roth said.
While Norton took an active
the
in
entries
reviewed
of the characters and the sto- based on the films.
onslaught of comic adaptations. role in reshaping the story and
s.
"The financial upside on a
rewriting the screenpitry, the
After a nearly SIO0 million
Until "Iron Man," the compa- movie
like 'Iron Man' or
finicky actor almost
ny watched big movie studios 'Incredible Hulk' is multiples of opening weekend in May, "Iron notoriously
became a liability after word
count their millions on super- multiples of what we had in the Man" is closing in on $300 mil- leaked
out that he. director
lion, a mark previously reached
wered comic adaptations of
only by the "Spider-Man" flicks Louis Leterrier and Marvel
execut1 ves disagreed over the
among comic-book movies.
Though the Hulk was more final cut of the movie
Norton, who typically does
widely known than Iron Man
from the comic books and the little press, declined an interTV series starring Bill Bixby. no view for this story. The filmone in Hollywood expects his makers downplayed any differnew movie to put up those kinds ences, saying the usual discussions that take place as movies
of numbers.
"Previews of this film have near the finish line were blown
been mediocre. The buzz seems out of proportion.
"It was just somebody. someto be lacking.- said Mike
Hickey, an analyst who follows where, somehow heard we were
arguing, but we were not arguMarvel for Janco Partners.
The Hulk has been a problem ing," Leterrier said. "We were
child on the big-screen. The having a meeting, and maybe
2003 version, which starred Eric somebody walked in and heard
Bana as scientist Bruce Banner Edward saving. 'I really want
and featured a cartoonish Hulk this scene 'back in.' But there
hopping around in the desert, was no argument.There is no argument that
opened with a whopping $62.1
X-Men's Wolverine

I

Iron Alan
Marvel's move to finance its initial read is positive."
The Marvel logo will he in.
own movies has paid off, at least
so far. A month after "Iron Man" front of audiences with next,
opened, Marvel Entertainment's year's "Wolverine" from FoN
stock was trading at an all-time and this fall's vigilante thriller'
"Punisher: War Zone" from'
high of about $36 a share.
Analysts take a wait-and-see Lionsgate, which retains the.
attitude about whether the strat- rights to that Marvel franchise. •
A clear benefit Marvel has:
egy will work over the long
haul. While Marvel plans to gained by making its own
make two movies a year, there is movies is creative control.,
a two-year lag before its next Comic-hook fans are perpetual.,
releases. "Iron Man 2" and ly wary that Hollywood will
mess up their favorite charac-'
"Thor."
'That's a big hiccup, to have ters. With Marvel calling the;
no movies next year.- analyst shots, fans can rest a little easier
Hickey said. "They did a phe- that the movies will remain true'
nomenal job with 'Iron Man • I to their origins.
think the jury's still out, but the
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.S. OPEN

Trying For Two
IMMELMAN GOES FOR HIS SECOND MAJOR THIS WEEKEND

CHRIS CARLSON / AP
'Masters champion Trevor Immelman of South Afnca chips on to
; the 10th green dunng his practice round for the U.S. Open at
Torrey Pines Golf Course on Wednesday in San Diego.

SAN DIEGO (AP) — Not long ago,
the question wasn't so much if Tiger
Woods could win the Grand Slam as
whether he could win every tournament
he entered this year.
With the U.S. Open beginning
Thursday, though. the thought of Woods
going undefeated has been left behind.
And the only player with a chance at
the Grand Slam?
That's Trevor Immelman.
So while Woods, Phil Mickelson and

Adam Scott, the top three players in golf.
tee off in a rare glamour threesome at
Torrey Pines, Immelman will be in a
much quieter pairing later in the day:
himself, Zach Johnson and Mike Weir —
the last three players to win the Masters
not named Woods or Mickelson.
"A fantastic pairing," Immelman said
of the Woods-Mickelson-Scott threesome.
"I'll probably be watching some of it
before I tee off. But there's a whole host
of players that have a great chance on this

course."
Immelman is otie of them. Not only
does he have the confidence of Augusta
behind him, he also has the memory of
winning one of his first big tournaments,
the U.S. Amateur Public Links, right here
at Torrey Pines in 1998.
If only the Torrey Pines of 10 years
ago was the same that the players will see
this week.
IIII See OPEN, 11

SUMMERTIME SNAPSHOT

MEN'S KENTUCKY
STATE AM

Getting
'their cut
EIGHT RACERS
FIND THEMSELVES
' IN FINALS AT
STATE Am
, By MSU Sports Information
Eight current and former
;
Murray State golfers have successfully made the cut at the AT&T
' Kentucky State Amateur being
played at the Country Club of
. Paducah, Ky.
Jared Wolfe (Jr., Louisville, Ky.)
was in sixth place after scores of
: 72-73=145, while Hunter Ford (Jr.,
! Paducah. Ky.) stood in 13th position after rounds of 71-76=147.
! William Hunt (Fr., Paducah , Ky.)
had a spot in (8th place after carding scores of'75-73=149. Cameron
. Carrico (So., Owensboro, Ky.)
improved to 21st place with a second round 75. after posting a 74 in
-round one, he has a total of 149.
-Chris Griffin (Jr., Paducah, Ky.)
r
• was in 24th place atter rounds of
73-77=150, while Nick Newcomb
(Jr., Benton. Ky.) was in 31st place
; with scores of 74-77=151.
Former Racer players in the
Price
Jerry
include
;field
z (Owensboro. Ky.) and Jason
; Lancaster (Mayfield, Ky.). Price
was in 24th place with scores of 7476=150. while Lancaster was in
d 5place with scores of 769=15
79=155.
: The lop 70 players made the cut
for the finish of the 54-hole chiant•
•
i
pionship. which finishes Thursday.
Ben Fuqua (Danville, Ky.) and
i Tyler Sharpe (Greensburg, Ky.)
s share the lead heading into the final
/ 18 holes, each with a total score of
b 140.
•

NBA FINALS

!Rondo a
no-show
FORMER UK
1 STAR SKIPS
PRACTICE WITH
ANKLE INJURY
. LOS ANGELES (API —
Boston Celtics point guard Rajon
on
practice
missed
Rondo
Wednesday because of a bone
• bruise in his left ankle, but he said
he would be ready to play in Game
4 of the NBA finals against the Los
Angeles Lakers.
X-rays were negative, and
Rondo iced and rested his ankle
ivemight.
"Nobody in this league is I(X)
percent. but I'm sure I'll play," he
kaid during the media availability
not] before practice at Staples
Center. "There is no way I'm going
lo miss the game, probably. But I
don't want to hurt the team, and not
tie able to give them my
Rondo rolled his ankle early in
(he third quarter of Tuesday night's
'same, when the Lakers won 78-71
. to tnm their deficit in the best-ofseven series to 2-1.

k

photo provided
week's Tiger football camp
Murray High School quarterback Jordan Garland (red hat) gives passing instruction to fellow campers during last
29 beginning at 7:30 p.m. at
at Ty Holland Stadium. Murray High School will open its football schedule against Calloway County on Aug.
Roy Stewart Stadium on the campus oi Murray State University.

CARDINALS 10, REDS 0

Looper, three homers lead St. Louis
ST. LOUIS STARTER GOES
DISTANCE IN SHUTOUT VICTORY
CINCINNATI (API — As Javier
Valentin dug in, representing the
Cincinnati Reds' final chance to score a
run, right-hander Braden Looper felt a
little pressure and started second-guessing himself for the first time all night.
What should he throw next?
The St. Louis Cardinals' relieverturned-starter made the right choices
and threw to the right spots, finishing
off his first career shutout Wednesday
mght, 10-0 over the Cincinnati Reds.
Rick Ankiel and Jason LaRue homered in the first inning off wild Johnny
Cueto, putting the Cardinals in control
right away. The rest was up to Looper,
who hadn't gone more than 8 1-3
innings in any of his 43 career starts.
He yelled in celebration when
Valentin lofted a harmless fly ball for
the final out.
it's an achievement I can look back
on and always have." Looper said.
"Obviously it's not a no-hitter. but I
only gave up three hits in a nine-inning
shutout. That's pretty good. I'd say."
The Cardinals were pretty good all
around.
Ankicl. LaRue and Ryan Ludwick
homered for the Cardinals, who moved
a season-high 13 games over .500 with
their fourth straight win. The 10-run
margin matched their biggest of the season.
Looper stayed in his up-and-down
pattern, alternating losses and wins in
his last six starts. The Reds got only two
runners into scoring position against
Looper, who didn't walk a batter and
needed only 98 pitches.

"It was a good, solid game. but the
guy that deserves most of the credit is
the pitcher," manager Tony La Russa
said. "He set the tone."
The last-place Reds did a little bit of
everything wrong in their most lopsided
loss of the season. Even impressive
rookie Jay Bruce dropped a fly ball for
his first error, letting in a run.
Cueto (5-6) couldn't get his pitches
over the plate. He walked eight in only
five innings, the most by a Reds pitcher
since left-hander Steve Avery walked
nine Diamondbacks on June 29, 1999.
"He just didn't have a good hall
game," catcher Paul Bako said. "It wa,
5-0 before we came to bat. He gave tn,
some innings later but the way Looper
was throwing, it didn't matter."
The Cardinals have kept winning —
10 of their last 13 — despite injuries
that thinned the rotation and the lineup.
They got their latest bad news on
Wednesday: Albert Pujols will be out
for at least three weeks with a strained
left calf.
"Since day one, we've had guys who
are part of the core of this club not participating, but the games still count and
we're still playing," La Russa said.
With their top hitter gone, the
Cardinals carried on.
"You know what? You can't control
what happens." LaRue said. "It's a big
hit (losing Pujois), but this team is capable of winning without him."
The Reds have been much like
Cueto, a 22-year-old rookie who
impresses at times and falls apart at
many others. He'll either dominate hit-

DAVID KOHL / AP
Reds' catcher Paul Bako, right, blocks Aaron Miles off the plate as he is
tagged out in the fourth inning Wednesday in Cincinnati. Umpire Chad
Fairchild watches the play at right.
ters with a well-placed 94 mph fastball,
or leave it down the middle. The
Cardinals made him look like a rookie
for the second time this season.
They provided his previous worst
moment in the majors on Aped 29, scoring seven runs in a 7-2 win. Cueto managed to retire only five batters before his

quickest-ever exit.
Not a whole lot better this time
around.
"He's thrown the ball well for a guy
his age outside of tonight and one other
game," manager Dusty Baker said. "He
started missing, then he started to overthrow."
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By MICHAEL MAROT
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) Indiana University is about to go
on defense with the NCAA.
School officials are scheduled to go before the NCAA
infractions committee Friday in
Seattle over alleged rules violations by former basketball coach
Kelvin Sampson.
They will be trying to avoid
penalties beyond the scholarship
and recruiting restrictions the
school imposed when the allegations came to light last year.
The case against Sampson
was detailed in a 96-page report
sent to the university in May and
made public last week. The
NCAA accuses Sampson of providing false and misleading
information to investigators
about more than 100 impermissible calls and knowingly violating NCAA recruiting restrictions imposed because of a previous phone-call scandal at
Oklahoma.
What Indiana must do now is
explain how all this happened
while making the case it has
endured enough punishment and
made major changes through its
buyout of Sampson's contract
and reorganization of its athletic
compliance staff.
A decision is not expected
from the NCAA committee until
at least late July.
"I felt the penalties that were
self-imposed were significant
and, of course, that's in addition
to all the changes you just mentioned," university trustees president Stephen Ferguson told The
Associated Press on Wednesday.
-Those are significant changes,
and I don't know what more the
university could do."
Among the self-imposed
penalties were Sampson's forfeiture of a $500.000 pay raise.
the loss of one scholarship for
2008-09 and a one-year extension of the restrictions placed on
Sampson and his staff. Indiana
bought out Sampson's contract
in February for $750,000 and
hired Tom Crean away from
Marquette in April as his
replacement.
According to the NCAA's
report, Indiana officials agreed
with most of the facts laid out by
the NCAA. But the university
will likely have to answer questions on whether the alleged
infractions should have been
detected earlier and whether
Sampson should have been fired
when the allegations were raised
last summer.
Those concerns have been
debated for months by Hoosiers
fans.
"When this all came up. I
thought Sampson should have
been on a short string already
and I would have fired him right
then," said Pater Obremsky, a
former school trustee who was
an IU basketball team captain in
the 195'0s. "Why he was hired. I
can't answer that one. That
would be Adam Herbert and the
trustees, and I suppose Rick
Greenspan was involved to
some extent although 1 don't
know how much."

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National Longue Standings
All arms CDT

American League Standings
Al Times CDT
East DtVIS1011
W L Pct GB
41 27603
Boston

West Dsion
W L Pct GB
Los Angeles
Oakland
Texas
Seattle

26 612
5
30 538
7
33 507
42 38416 1/2

W

lPcl G

39
36
32
31
26

28 582
29 554
34 485 6 1
33 484 6 1
1
41 388

Ar.
Central Division
W L Pct GB'
42
40
34
33
32
31

Chicago
St Lass
Milwaukee
Houston
Pittsburgh
Cincinnati

24 636
275.07 21/2
31 523 7 12
94
33 500
10
34 495
•
12
36 46311

West Division
L Pct GB
Anzona
Los Angeles
San Francisco
San Diego
Colorado

35 31 530
31 34 477 3 1/2
29 37 439
6
29 38 433 61/2
26 39 400 8 1,2

Wednesday s Games
Wednesday's Games
Pittsburgh 3, Washington 1
NY Mets 5 Anzona 3, 13 innings
Fonda 6. Philadelphia 2
St Louis 10. Cincmnah 0
Chicago Cubs 7 Atlanta 2
Milwaukee 10. Houston 6
Colorado 1. San Francisco
San Diego 4. LA Dodgers

1

Thursday's Genies
Chicago While Sox (Buenne 3-6) at

photos provided
The Murray High School football camp was held last week at Ty Holland Field. (Top) The
camp's (ocularly session. (Bottom) Afternoon session at tne camp

From Page 10
"Make no mistake, this is a
seriously difficult golf course,"
Immelman said. "But it's fairly
set up, from what I've seen the
last couple of days."
It is long - at 7,643 yards,
the longest course in major
championship history.
But the USGA has given
itself some flexibility, too, having placed multiple tee boxes
on a number of holes to add
options if the wind is blowing
otabe rougleget's„out of control
or tile greens become too
much.
Or all three.
USGA officials are at least
talking like they're trying to
change this year.
"We wanted to keep it the
hardest championship in golf."
said Mike Davis, the senior
director of rules and competition. "But we wanted to introduce risk and reward, and
widen the scoring opportunities. You'll have a chance to
make birdtes, but if you don't
execute the shot, you can make
bogeys or worse. We just want
to get them thinking more."
To improve chances for a
fantastic finish, the likes of
which have been missing from
U.S. Opens of the recent past,

Davis persuaded his USGA
compatriots not to turn the 18th
hole into a long par-4.
Instead, it remains a par-5,
reachable at 573 yards, but
with a pond guarding the left
half of the green and no grass
to hold balls that land in front
and spin backward.
Someone in desperation
mode come Sunday might try
to go for that green.
"It really makes you think,lmmelman said "You've got to
decide if,ire goin&V for
or lay ufrifou hit ilts'.ver the
back and get a bad lie, yiSti can
chip it in the water easily. It's
going to be a fantastic finishing
hole."
Not his fault, but the final
round of Immelman's Masters
victory was completely devoid
of drama.
He took a two-shot lead into
the last day, expanded it to as
much as six, and even though
he hit his tee shot into the water
on the par-3 16th, he averted
disaster there, then finished
with a pair of safe pars to beat
Woods by three.
After that, life changed for
Immelman, and he says he just
tried to go with the flow.
"If Fm going to be brutally
honest with you. I'd say the

reason is that two or three
weeks after, I think you're trying to convince everybody else
that you're fine," Immelman
said. "But I never for one second said that. I mean, I was
absolutely smoked afterward."
As it turned out, Woods was,
too. A nagging problem with
his knee became too much to
shut it down and
handle, so
had surgery to clean out cartilage. Suddenly, the player who
Lxtended his streak to six
straight victories worldwide at
the start of the season and was
at least a decent bet to win all
four majors wasn't playing at
all.

Detroit (Rogers 4-4). 12-05 p.m
Texas (Honey 0-0) at Kansas City
(Bannister 5-6), 110 p.m
Baltimore (Guthne 3-8) at Boston
(LaMar 4-3). 5 Ct5 p m
Minnesota ,Hernandez 6-3) at
Cleveland (Laney 3-3). 6,05 p m
N 'I Yelikees (Pettitte 5-5) at Oaldand
(Blanton:re), 9:05 p .n

Friday's Cieense
L

Ondonis ((owe 4-51 at Detroit
(Galarraga 5-2). 605 pm
San Diego (Banks 2-0) at Cleveland
(Sowers 0-1t. 6.05 p.m
Pittsburgh (Durnatraff 3-3) at Baltimore
(Buries 4-5). 6.05 p.m
Chicago Cubs (Gallagher 3-2) at
Toronto (Burnett 5-6), 6137 p.m
Texas (Feidman 1-2) at N Y Mets
(01 Perez 4-4), 6 10 p m
Florida (Tucker 1-0) at Tampa Say
(Scnnanstina 6-3), 610 p.m
Bcetoo (Masterson 3-0) at Cincinnati
(Harang 2-9), 610 p.m.
Minnesota (Slowey 2-8) at Milwaukee
(Bush 2-8). 705 p.m
NY Yankees (Chamberlain 1-2) at
Houston (Chacon 2-2). 705 pm
Colorado (Francis 2-6) at Chicago
White Sox IG Floyd 7-3), 7- 11 p.m
Kansas City (Grime. 5-4) at Arizona
(Davis 2-3), 8:40 pin
Atlanta (Reyes 2-4) at LA. Angels
(Garland 6-3), 905 p.m
Washington (0d.Perez 2-5) at Sean*
(Batista 3-7). 910 p.m
Oakland !Smith 3-5) at San t-rariosco
ilia 2-9). 9155 m
A

Thursday's Games
Washington (Bergmann 1-3) at
Pittsburgh (Gorzelanny 4-5) 11 35 p.m
Anzona (Haien 6-4) at NY Mets
(J Sartana 7-4), 1210 p.m
Milwaukee ;Sheets 6-1) at Houston
(Moehter 3-2). 105 p.m.
Atlanta 1.1. Hudson 7-4) at Chicago Cubs
(Zambrano 8-2), 1 20 p.m.
San-Francisco (Sanchez 5-3) at
Colorado (Reynolds 1-3), 205pm
LA Dodgers (Kuroda 3-5) at San
Diego (Peary 4-3). 235 p.m
Philacielptia (Moyer 6-3) at Flonda
(Olsen 4-2), 6 10 p m
St. Louis (Piney() 2-3) at Cincinnati
(Arroyo 4-5). 6 10 p rri

Fridey's Games
LA Dodgers (Lowe 4-51 at Detroit
(Galarraga 5-2). 605 p.m
San Diego (Banks 2-0) at Cleveland
(Sowers 0-1). 6-05 pm.
Pittsburgh (Dumatrait 3-3) at Baltimore
(Burres 4-5), 6 05 p.m
Chicago Cubs (Gallagher 3-2/at
Toronto (Burnett 5-6). 607 p rn
Texas Feld-ran 1-2) at N.Y Mets
(01 Perez 4-4), 6110 p.m.
Flonda ,Tucker 1-0) at Tampa Bay
(Sonnarishne 6-3), 610 p.m
Boston (Masterson 3-0) at Cincinnati
(Hwang 2-9), 6 10 p.m.
Minnesota (Slowey 2-6) at Milwaukee
(Bush 2-6). 7.05 p.m.
N V Yankees (Chamberlain 1-2) at
Houston (Chown 2-2), 706 o..T,
CcAorado (Franca 2-6) at Chicago
White Sox (17. Floyd 7-3), 711 p.rn
Philadelphia (Kendnck 5-2) at St Lours
(Lohse 7-21. 7:15 p.m
Kansas City (Grainke 5-4) at Anzona
(Davis 2-3). 840 p m

THE MURRAY ROTARY CLUB
Soft Spikes Required
Date &'Moe
Th..7sclayfuly 3,2008
1:00 PM - Shotgun Start
Rain Date Friday,Juiv i 1 2008

\2008/
Max Hurt Memorial
Golf Tournament

Location
Murray Country Club
Murray, Kentucky
Entry Fermat
Two-person scramble
108 players

Alb

Awards
Prizes will be awarded to the 1st, Sch. 10th, 15th and last place winners.
First Place - $100 Pro Shop Gift Cert.
Longest Drive On #14
Within 20' of pin on #2 and Nit
Closest-to-F5n on #7
Hoie-on-One

.

5th, 10th, 15th. Last Place - $50 Pro Shop Gift Cert
Prize!
Prize!
Prize!
(multiple

on NIP.

winners)

Prize!
on #7
Prize!
on #2
Prrze!
on #1 I
Door Prizes will be drawn at rhe close of the tournament_

Paris Winery
ow Amite

ESN - Women's champion Lisa
Brown (14-3-3) vs Alvaa Ashley (14-711. for IFBA tunior featherweight title,
champion. Elena Reid 119-4-5) vs
Anastasia Toktaukava 112-8-0). for
)FBA flyweight title at Uncasville
Conn

41
35
34
24

Seattle 2 Toronto 1
L A Angels 4 Tampa Bay 2
Boston 6, Baltimore 3
Minnesota 8, Cleveland 5
Detroit 5. Chicago White SOY
Texas 11, Kansas City 5
Oakland 8 N y Yankees 4

rotAil-norkup spOwsoatio IV

BOXING
7 p.m.

2
7
7
7

37 28 569
32 34 485 5 1/2
30 36 455 7 1/2
9
28 37.431
25 41 37912 1/2

Chicago
Minnesota
Cleveland
Detroit
Kansas City

I

TV, radio

26 576
34 500
33500
32 500

Central Division
W L Pct GB

•Open

Lindy Suiter

38
34
33
32

Tampa Bay
Toronto
New Yon
Baltimore

East Division
,.hitacteipnia
Florida
Atlanta
Newton,
Washington

Nis scow/
itute 14th • 6-8:30 p.m.
5% 41ft with Mufray ID

044'XiVne cractini
Mon-Thurs 10 am-6 pm
Fri-Sat 10 am-8 pm
Sun 12 pm-6 pm

Sponsorships
$150 prvnties the sponsor with a sign and two player passes,
8om players must be terser,ed by June 23.2008.
Fmtry Fee
$100 per team of two players payable in advance (by lucre 23)
Includes art and green lees
This wilt be rhe only means of recording players and fees paid.
Return completed entry form with check by June 23.2006
Rotary GolfTournament
to:
P.O. Box 411
Murray. Kentucky 42071

GOLF
2 p.m.
poUnSGA.
ram
Debir

U.S Open
ship first round. at La Jolla

4 p.m.
ESPN - USGA. us Open

Championship first round part O. at La
Jolla Calif

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
1:10 p.m.

WON - Atlanta at Chicago Cubs

Now Teaturini Our
Summor ConcertS
Saturelay Even'

Phone

Entry fee of $100/team or $150 for sponsor/team must be enclosed
Detach completed entry form, enclose check ior $100 and mail to
Rotaty Golf Tournament
P.O. Box 411
Murray, Kentucky 42071

2 a.m.
ESPN - Playoffs finals game 4.
Boston at L A Lakers (delayed tape)

NHL HOCKEY
p.m.
VERSUS - Awards Show at Toronto

SOCCER

Player

Murray Country Club
July 3, 2008
Phone

We have been sponsored by

4

8 p.m.
E SPN2- MLS New England at
Houston

440$
Player #2

NBA BASKETBALL
8 p.m.

ABC - Playoffs finals, game
Boston at L A Lakers

ENTRY PORN

We are located approx. 1; mi.
north of Camden & 7 mi. south
uf Pans, just off Hwy.641

AN entries must be received by June 23, 2001

21$1
Mu Mart *atrial
harmeit
Ob.
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CLASSIFIEDS
INDEX
010

ADJUSTMENTS

4%
ON
0116

Adverbsers are requestee to check
the hrst nserbon of their ads for any

070
error Murray Ledger & TWINS sill be
responsible Ice orey one incorrect

110
20
130
140
150
156
160
rift
160

rserbon My error should be reported immediately 50 COrTOC:bons can
be made

110
111.
4%
210
4%
4%
270
260
755
4%
329
4%
340
340
370

us.Nom.
Pawnees
Anencal
A0011•14011 WISIA10

Loa And Found
Help Wiled
Paola. Nerreed
Dorman•Childcare
Iluelnene Opportunity
Nrolranlos
Compare
FrOPIenee Pena
am To Ii
ArtSolee For We
Appllencee
Hoer Pranleherepe
Mawr
La.& Gaylen

310

410
425

1110119._ CLASSIFIED AD RATES „.„10.111111

Penn Equipmert
Hoerr EniPperwor•
SO.n. 14.0.1.1

Fearrood
Ireaftei
Mona Home Lob For foe
leolek nom. For NW
Mobile Noma Fa Piero
WON. Kan. Lott For ANI
Ikssafaell SWAM
ISKA

Aperervenre Fe,
Aeons Far dere
1.04455 00. Mom
Stowe Pralie
Conernrciel Propene
Pete•Supplies
Urreelord & INPOIN
Pubdc lab
Lend For Rent dr Lore

430 Rust Ur*
sin Assessorsv
435
440 Lole For Nee
446 Lae Fa Fare
460 Forme For sake
4441 444,4•54
4% somas For Say
470 aotorcychre I An.
4110 Asa, Pero
Me Span 041144,4 vlovne••
00 Woo Can
416 Vans
500 laed troca
510 Campers
520 deels & Motors
630 Unbar Parra
560 Free Column
570 Tobacco & Supplies

$8.25 First Day- 20 words or less • Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

11"4"ftid

Lsoal

L•010
Noel*

Account Executive
Dialog Telecommunications

City of Hazel
Delinquent 1007 Taxes
Tax hens hace been filed with the Calloway County Clerks Office against the
following named persons or properties Total amounts include 10% penalties
Bill No.
155
5
29
45

Name
Adama. Steven, & Et Al
Anderson. Harold B
Burkhart, Tunothy
Coles Harry
Coles, Lenice
Colas, Lenice
Coles. Lenice
Colas, Lenice
Crass, Carolyn
Davis, Christopher
Dick, Stanley
Dick, Stanley W.
Dick, Stanley W.
Drake, Barbara
Harrell, Billy
Kendall, Moeda Al Alan
Loney, Sally
Martin, Dwayne
Martin, Leonard C.
May, Rosa
Pittman, Katherine
Provine, Christopher
Reibita Ola Mae
Riedel. Brian
Ftogera, Jimmy & Nancy
Shroader. Wade & Robt Keough
Skaggs. Rhonda
Sons, Randy & Heather Moore .
Starks, Thomas Edward
Tharpe, Jatue
Vance, Charles T. .
Wilhon, G.H
Winchester, Michael Steven
Yearry. Camas

as
47
48
49
52
61
63
64
65

se

113
135
144
160
151
158
195
205
226
228
233
35
246
249
255
276
287
304
311
312

Amount Due
$12100
$1100
$55.00
$2.75
$33.00
$104.50
$55.00
$1650
6164.98
633.00
$5.50
$27 50
$60.50
$192.50
$22.00
$385.00 ,
6220.00
$27.50
$330.00
$25.30
$16.50
$22.00
$11.00
$165.00
$202.95
$220.00
$266.75
699.00
6165.00
6136.84
. ...........6159.50
$16.50
6154.00
$1117.60

job Description:
Acsouni Executive is responsible tor selling the
company's voue and data services to new business
clients through establishment. development, and
rruuntenance of customer relationships. Monthly
sales quota sill be achieved through cold calling
and lead follow-up This position will be based in
Paducah, KY, reporting directly to the Vice
President of Sales who is based in Paducah.
Compensation will include base pay. commission,
and benefits AE can expect to earn 580K and
over-achievers can expect to earn in excess of
S 100K.
Required Skills. I yr of business to business sales
expenence or a 4 yr college degree.
Desired Skills: Previous telecom sales experience
Start Date • July 1. 2008
Please respond with attached email and cover
letter to: Jayme Gholson, VP Sales
jayme@calldtalog.com

Naol bt&zarix.iilaan agoiwto-a
i S*walk* el 14 Kk
(
.9 V). tekvhape.
110(N.A14---4 voickNaorat
vatoacoPle.7oraffko&e:44
ard (apponeiti*
44 Auk- iskio 8`)P faiott,
st6 rinurrie to Xfill

4:sail WI
KV.

Wanted

Customer Appreciation Day
June 19th
9 a.M.-3 p.m.
' - Hot Dogs, Drinks
4111110a
201f grill bottles
fillea tree
Special Summer Fill Prices
Special New Customer Fills

Calloway Comity Propano Gas
3046 State Route 04 East • Murray, Kentucky
753-7485 cm toll free 1-888-272-0559

THE Murray Ledger & Times considers its
sources reliable, but inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this information do so at their
own nsk. Although persons and companies
mentioned herein are believed to be reputable,
The Murray Ledger & Times, nor any of Its
employees accept any responsibility whatsoever for their activities.
050
Lost and Found

060
Hug Wined

1

1
needs
SPECIAL
'female Calico cat with
lett front leg missing.
Please call day or
night. 759-1196.

I

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7:00PM
only, positively

-jdu ling)
1111

IVECIING
got him a subscription to the
MUR AYI

LEDGER &TIMES
1
1 Home Delivery
3 um ---,MN
6 aso.-1151LN

1 yr..-$1113.110

Local Mail
fork.y,
3.w ---431110
'me'-Sea
1 yr.--•--SURN

AS Olisr Men
Subseriptistis
3 moo--PUS 3-.-MSS
sie.--SOARS
6ste.....-..-.41•411
1 ye....-.4131LOS 1 yr.-314S.1111
Rest et ICYfrN
Minor•Bec14.4•1

1

1 Check
1
Name,
1

Money Or der

Visa

M./(

St Address

1 City
1
1 State
1

Zip

Daytime Ph

1
1
1
1
•

toirg
SNOW

$6.50 Column Inch, trO' Discount Ind Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run
All .3 Ads Mu.t Run Within o Day Perkni
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

orlilsvs :O1

g:1111.21111.

DEADLINES

XI sr,

Mr16

astkaty
The*
NIT
Saluda

I.11:4111

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

/Waster( ard

I

St.

I ((tele

Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Timm
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

1
1
1
1
54

ADVI
BUSINESS
SOR/OFF CAMPUS
STUDENT COORDINATOR, College of
Business & Public
Affairs, Murray State
University. Full-time
non-tenure track poseton to begin July 2008.
Qualifications: Master
degree in business
Significant
required
work toward and MBA
will be considered.
Experience in academic advising and recruiting required Must possess excellent oral and
written communication
skills with the ability to
create a nurturing environment for students in
an academic setting
travel
Extensive
throughout the surrounding area and the
willingness and ability
to work nights and
weekends is required.
working
Extensive
knowledge in Microsoft
and Blackboard experirequired
is
ence
with
Experience
and
Facebook
MySpace and working
with student ambassadors is strongly pref erred.
Responsibilities: The
position will advise preadmitted business students in the College of
Bustness. supervise
student ambassador
program, and coordipublications
nate
requires
Positior
travel
extensive
throughout the surrounding area and
working nights and
weekends
Application Deadline:
June 27, 2000 To
apply: Send letter of
application. resume,
and three references
Business
to
Ad.esor/Recruiting
Coordinator Search.
State
Murray
University. College of
Business & Public
Affairs, Office of the
Dean, 109 Business
Building, Murray, KY
42071. Women and
minorities are encouraged to apply Murray
State University is an
equal education and
employment opportunity P.. /13. AA employer
FULL-TIME receptionist/coordinator for construction equipment
rental company located in Benton Fax
resume to. 270-5279497. ATTN Cyntnia.

tiEW.
MURRAY-CALLOWAY
HOSPITAL

COUNTY

Taking healthcare new places.

LIMITED TIME
$20,000 Sign on Bonus for PT's
$20,000 Sign on Bonus for OT's
Join us as we continue to expand into a regional hospital adding over 170,000 square feet of
new space to our existing campus.
MCCH offers a comprehensive compensation
and benefits package Three-year commitment
required.
To app/ send resume to
Murray Calloway County Hospital
Human Resources Department
803 Poplar Street
Murras, KY 42071
Email.
ithiaglalEriAtMiSal&a
web: www.murriyhospitakon
EDE
060
Help Warned
DO you love woridng
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may he lust the place
for youl Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at
Wee Care
1095.15th St
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
EXPERIENCED carpet
layer needed Must
have proper tools. Call
270-978-2111 or fax
resume to 270-4892342.
Local landscape co.
hiring temporary PT
workers, paying $13$10 an hour, Must
have reliable transportation. Experience
in bush trimming helpful Call 293-8923.

United I&
Way 77771
What Matters

FULL TIME Sales
Representative
Needed. Seeking individual with outgoing
personality to generate
leads, ciose sales, and
train on PowerClaim
software solutions.
Some travel required.
Base pay plus commission, benefits
include health/life/dental insurance. retirement. 18 paid day's off
per year. and tuition
assistance. Minimum
1 year college
required and sales
experience preferred.
Email resumes to candiceOpowerclaim.core
GIBSON Truck Lines if
looking for well qualified Diesel Mechanic.
Must have at least 10
yrs experience in tractor trailer repair. Refer
repair is plus. Good
environment,
work
above average pay
and benefits for gushfled individual
270-767-0191.

607 Poplar
St # F
Murray, KY
42071
(270) 753-0317
draw mccunitedwity cons

NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
DrIve-In, 217 S. 12th
St. Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

SW WNW

INNS

MIND

MONEY

I

_J
GOAL oriented. good
energetic
hearted,
team members needed Muth county state
contracted agency has
openings for 7 to 10
career
competent,
minded individuals to
complete our team
This is your chance to
make a real impact on
the lives of others. All
training provided to
achieve state level certification. Limited openings on all shifts in multiple locations. Please
call 270-767-1543 for
more information or to
schedule an interview
or drop in to apply at
404 North 4th Street
Suite D. Murray, M-F
9:00-3:00, Part time
and full time positions,
great lob for college
students, hard working
individuals and proven
professionals.
hiring
now
KFC
cashiers & cooks. Must
be available for all
shifts. Apply in person
205 N. 12th St.
LOCAL small business
seeking full
time administrative
assistant. Beginning
pay rate is $7.50 +
mileage reimbursement. Transportation,
basic computer and
office skies a must.
Payroll and bookkeeping experience a plus.
Mail resume to P.O.
Box 965 Murray KY
42071.
PART-TIME dishwasher at Magnolia Tea
Room in Hazel. WedSun 11:30-4:30. Apply
in person after 2pm.
Practical Dental
Assisting
We are now accepting registration for
which
class
the
begins Sept. 6, 2008.
You wi!1 be trainee on
11
for
Saturdays
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present ph
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off,
For more information
and registration forms,
website
our
visit
www.bohledental.co
m or call our office
Dr. Charles Bohle
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited!
Ford
PURCHASE
Lincoln & Mercury is
now taking applications for dedicated.
hard working sales
and
professionals
technicians
service
who want a career in
the automotive business. Experience preferred. but will train the
individual.
right
Excellent wages and
benefit package Apply
in person 9am-4pm.
45
Mon-Fri, HWY
North. See Dan Smith
or Ron Reabis.
SANITAT1ON TRUCK
Full-time,
DRIVER.
benefits High school
graduate, one year
driving trucks and
equipment required
Valid driver's license
(required to obtain
Pre-employCDLi
rneni drug screening
Salary $7.52 hourly.
Human
at
Apply
Resources,
Murray
State University. 404
Sparks Hall. Murray.
42071-3312.
KY
Women/minorities
encouraged to apply.
EEO, M/F/D, U.
Steven G. Sacora,
CPA/CFP Firm seeks
CPA. Benefits include
4-day work week.
Email resume to
sieve sacora core

-1/11114r----1
lisp Wanted

1

WANTED, Tutor MSU
student, maionng in
electrical engineenng
Call 731-642-8843 or
731-3363875
WEEKEND Murray
Paducah Combination
Real Estate Licensing
class. $320 DP, $44
weekly through Nov.
1st. Murray Chamber
Commerce, 9-12. 270223-0789.
deloiseadarns0yahoo.
corn
WENDY'S is now hiring tor shift leaders and
crew members. We
competitive
offer
wages, tuition reim401K,
bursement.
for
opportunity
advancement, health
and dental insurance.
Apply in person MonFri. 2:00-4:00, ask for
Mike.

STUDENT looking for
work after Briggs
closed line.
Experience in computers and technology,
quick learner, hard
worker, dependable.
Bryce (812)596-4289

I

1:11. I
"
1161:1

Adult male caregiver
wining to sit/provide
adutts.
for
care
Overnight if neccessary. Contact
270-753-8801
CLEANING houses. 20
years expenence. 270759-9553, 753-9006.
COLLEGE student
willing to tutor in
English. Math. or
Science.
Bryce (812)596-4289
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
If jou would like a
weekly house cleaning please call me
(270)767-1636

WILL sit with elderly in
home, nursing home,
or hospital. Will also do
house cleaning. 7537129. 210-4173

Ceairehrs
MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs;Upgrades
759.3556
140Went to Buy
ANT1QUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004
BUYING old US Coin
Paying
collections
Blue Book value
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th,
Murray.

SCRAP
CARS

rdea

Me
abiagFor lie

State Line Ranch and Horne, Highway 641, at
Hazel. KY has•complete line of Father's Day
gifts. Shirts, jeans, jackets, belts, wallets,
jewelry, and cell phone cases are but a taw of
the numerous tome In stock for your
'Nestor'. Flours are Monday though Friday
9:30 to 5:30 and Saturday 9:30 to 4 p.m.
Phone 270-422-6144 for more Information.

ELECTRIC iift chair, 3
years old, brown vinyl,
extra wide, perfect for
elderly in independent,
assisted or nursing
homes. $500.
753-0913.
FOR Sale: Pony's, rabbits, country eggs.
489-2415

DINNING table. 6
chairs, sectional sleeprocker,
glider
er,
ottoman, 3 and tables
753-8206.

CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT:
Backhoes, used Case
580SL, 5130SM, others,
4x4, ex-hoe, several in
stock. Standard & mini
38-42'
excavators.
Skytrak & Gradall telescopic forklifts. Case
dozers-550E $23,500,
850K cab/air 1400hr
new
UC 664,900.
Wanda Snow 731-3633680

HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Per ids
i tes
Mo7
--.
I l!!
Plaza to see our selec- l
tion of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma & ***OWNER Finance*"
3BR, 2BA. near lake,
LCDs Rear Protection
aiso. LG, Toshiba. 6058 Dunbar Rd., New
$3,950
Hitachi & Sony. We Concord.
5495imonth
have a large sete.ction down
of entertainment cen- Bonnie Byerly Broker
COOS. (270)752-0729.
ters & TV
Beasley Antenna & 1991
Buccaneer
Satellite 759-0901
16X80, 3 BR, 2 BA,
2.53 acres with out
KENMORE 30' white
building. About 10 mmn.
electric flat top range, from lake area. 227warming drawer. Had
8345, 227-8346
1.5 years. $500 obo.
GE white triton M- 1998 Patnot, 16x80,
clean dishwasher. 4 38R, 2bath, vinyl
2x6 walls.
cycles. 5150 obo.
excellent condition
753-6474.
(270)489-2525
SONY Flat Pero' TV's EASY QUALIFY- Do
Full line of all Sony flat you own or have
panel TV's. All the access to land? Zero
newest makes and down on a new
including Clayton home FREE
models
XBR APPROVAL
Best
Sony's
series. On display for 731-584-9429.
free delivery & set-up.
FOR SALE
surround
custom
1994 3 Bedroom,
sound installation also
2 bath 18z80 mobile
available. Guaranteed
horns, possibly
locally
lowest prices,
needs to be moved,
owned and operated.
some work needed,
Come in see these
Call 227-8721 r1 serimagnificent TV's in
ous about buying.
action.
Murray
610,000/0130.
Telephone
Electronics,- Inc., corRent
ner of 8th aria Arcadia.
(270)753-7567.
STORE closing- all
Merchandise and fixtures must go. The
Shoppe
Carousel
Sirloin
behind
Stockade.

jai

DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL

Best the a:airily has
Call Terrell Tidwell

753-9075
(270)227-2193
USED windows for
sale Double hung with
screens. 6 foot French
door.
753-8173 or
293-4392.

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIAM E
WARD EtiONS
,05 1. South 121h '

RAO 153-1713

AMIN
ForSO

1-111111141111
Articles
For Sae

MOVING
SALE
1407 Main
761-7653

ri
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
starling at $200/mo.
753-4109.

1BR Apt. Washer &
Dryer, all appliances.
pets allowed,
$350/mo. 1 month
deposit, 1 year lease
(270)753-4219
2 BR, WiD, quiet, no
per
$355
pets.

rnonni.293-6070.
2BR duplex, nice.
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various toca
bons Coleman RE
753-9898
2BRe 3BR apartments
available. Great location, 1 year lease. 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905
2BR, 2B4, all appliances included.
$525/mo. 753-9999
ext 115
3 & 4 BR townhouses.
$630-900 per month.
No pets. Includes
washer/dryer,
oven/stove, dishwasher and refrigerator.
C/H/A. Utilities not
included. Meadowlark
Townhouses.
(270)348-0458
31.4BR, 2BA available
now.
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BR 1.5 BA duplex
C/H/A
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9899

1
1

1

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times
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Al the Dam Miter Audios Sara is Lyme Grose,
From Mayfield take Hay. 80 thrukigh Coldwater to Hwy. 111.36 Soak. See audios
alga. From Mum),K I take Hwy 94 West to Lyme Grose. See auctioe
will sell a super nice 2005 Chevrolet SiIverado Pickup. long bed. low miles actual, bought
new by Mr TbeeelF Lee Armstrong
:I! ,..t!! a aux 1993 Chevrolet Convertabk A
large haul OK! glass & ChM) - DerAnSI011 glass green. pak & amber Will start %ellen alass
at 10 a m Antique Furniture Hoosier cabinet oak wit tea can - painted whne Hoosser cabinet flat top slat trunk wash stand base °Wt.:kers need repair - coffee guider - old Life
magazine -old flower toes & pitchers old o.niume Jewelry •awirt beny bowls - Maas
pieces J Haviland soup tureen with lid anintal candy dashes - candlewick candle holders
pressed glass bowls - brown crock pottery elegant green sap bowl with doh 1940
mahogany radio • old shaker sets oil lames small child's schoor desk • ad lamp tables old quilts walnut side table old picture frames - old flat no., old die* chairs - round
oak table -doilies- shoe horn Rand Shoe Flask= in Murray iissoned oil lamp chimneys
- Hoosier cabinet ;op stack bookcase- oak captains chair oak guilt stand - fancy parlor
chair - old cre parts Model A gas caps - Model A winged radium cap - Model T hubcap Stewart speedometer - 1914 motor meter - Model f motor meter radiator cap - Packard hood
0111801011- Model A gas bowl Model T inside door handle Model A metal tube cover - old Meet music - Hull pottery • old 10 glass door bulk candy or seed display case electric
cook dove - frost free remgerator sofa at recliner lose scat queen bed - regular bed baby bed • water bed nice table lamps like new Craftsman riding mower 18 5 lip Sous
mota - electric power tools nice Black Max 3 tip air compressor 12 pa automatic stunpa - 50 cal. Black Powder gun - 410 Sasage Model 54-A. 12 pa single shot 22 Marlin
file - nice 2 250 wiscope Many items not listed
LIM. Of At(viable • Not Responsible For Accidents

DAN MILLER 435-4144 DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY,D. PASCHALL- 767-922.3
BROKER & AUCTIONEER.

'Thurs. June 20th - 7:00 P.M.
The flown. Loses - Union City. TN
"71go Rives Cosmogony" West Of Mania,TO
In Union CM TN At Th. Jc1 01 ftery 431 And Hwy 45W At
Weedy ,"T*,Ihro 45* South 4 Wes To dirry 216 runs Left
And Proceed Egan 711W Signs Posed

700 ACRES
eggs FirsIgIR
Al e e.• -Ogg**
Good Olston County
PARMLAIVO - WOTTOASILANO
/ale
Very A
1 Mlle Of Parma Woad Frontage
Outstarveling PISA 1111/11114.61
.MO ACKIIIIIII 01 Crap 1111141■0111e•
..
Sropal Caste ellowit issackewie
Sealing With Maw ilikairlifillgyll
beets of 92 Aare. • 97 Awes • 142 Acres
110 Aoree • 190 genie
Allier Ores Ttrageof Car Aging,
Cotesstelnuatletes OF TY-mestat

I

Fantastic Watow Fowl Hunting
Ono Milo Of Obion River Frontage
Purolsasee Tersest 10% Deans
Aspollisit Day, Relapses lellthess gle Days
It •••• Ala•e:
..• •••.05....-eli
An

Was. Eltd, 111.-11•111

••••••11 115.- I•t•-•
t,..- ff.
(1,.• 1/4wse y !I, I % ,..to

Per Details)

WWW

CASH
JAMES--H.
-••••-,:,-;N.::-.,N,N
II

SELLING AT ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Saturday, June 14th —10:00 APA
The Jimmy GaIllmore Estate
At McDonald & School Sts, Puryear, TN
Along Hwy 641 At Puryear, TN At The Stoplight, Take Main St West To
McDonald St,Tum Left And Proceed South 2i10 Mile To School Street.
30 SMALL TRACTORS INCLUDING - JD 420 • JD A • JL B • JD MT •
Ferguson 20• Ford 9N • Ford 8N • Ford 800 • Jubilee • Ford 41...10• MF 135
• feF165 • Fermat! H • Cub • Farrnali A • Super A • Farmall C • Allis WC •
Allis WO • Allis WD45• Allis B • Allis C • Allis CA • Allis 7030•Allis G • Case
1030 • Case 7030• Moline R TRACTOR FORKLIFTS- Ford 5600• JD D
480 • Pettibone 4 GRADERS Antique Austin MFG 8' Pull Grader,
Titkes & Rotates'• Huber Road Grader, All Hyd DOZERS- EXCAVA"
- Allis HD-11 • Int TD-15B • Cat 9771. Track Loader. 4 In 1 Bucket
• Int 1-340 Track Loader, 2 In 1 Bucket • Case 350 Dozer, 6 Way Blade
• JD 655 Track Loader, Cab, Rr Wts, 15' Pads • Case 580B Backhoe •
Case 980 Track Hoe, Hyd Leveling, Long Reach, 30" Pads. 33 Bucket
• Bobcat 753 Skid Steer • Various Backhoe & Utility Trailers • 2 Axle
Bumper Hitch 16' Trailers • 4x8, 6x8 5x10 Trailers • 30' Covered 2 Axle
Stock Trailer • MOTORCYCLES - RECREATIONAL '99 Harley ClassicCanadian Police Special, -Blue" 1200 Miles. Lot Of Chrome •'92 Harley
FLH, 25,000 Miles "Black" • '89 Honda Gold Wing, 1500CC/6 Cyl
w/Reverse, 50,000 Miles "Accessories- •'82 Harley FLT, 19,000 Miles.
"Black" •'77 Harley FLH, 14,000 Miles "Red" • '62 Harley Pan Head,
24,000 Miles •'90 Kawasaki Tribe-Voyager XII, Accessories • Brigslone
175 Hurrica Scrambler • Kawasaki KZ750 • Honda Elite 250 Scooter •
Piaggio Vespa P200E Scooter • Two-Whizzer Motor Bikes, One Black
w/4 Miles, One Red we48 Miles • Four Golf Carts, One Is A 3 Year Old
Electric Club Car w/Riser Ka • Yamaha 600 Grizzley 4X4 ATV •Yamaha
Baru Tracker ATV• Two - Bayliner Tubby Cruiser Inboard Boats w/Trailers
• Jayop 5th Wheel Camper • Jayco 28' Motor Home COLLECTOR
VEHICLES '40 Ford Pickup • 29 A Model "Original' •'26 T Model
Woody-Fat Man Steering • '50151 Studebaker 4 Door Sedan 'Bullet
Nose"•'49150 Chevy Fleetline 2 Door Sedan •'57 Chevy Bel Air 4 Door
Sedan -Baby Blue • Two- '65-66 Ford Mustangs •'56 Ford Victoria. 312
Thunderbird Police Interceptor, PS. Automatic, Factory Air • Three VW
Bugs 'Red" • Two Old Willis Jeeps • Two- Jeep CJ5's • '67 Pontiac
Firebird Convertible, Oriyinai 6 Cylinder Overhead Cain - 4 Baileli , 4
Speed, Power Front Disc Brakes, Hood Tack, Red Line Wheel •'80-81
- rige" Corvette, 350 Engine, Automatic, T-Tope, Believed To Be
Original •'76 Coupe Deville, 13,000 Miles, Bought From The Original
Owner, Factory Installed CB •'67 VW Square Back Sedan •'87 Chevy
Camero Rally Sport • Many Older Cars And Trucks • Duallys • Vans •
Pickup - Utilities • Ford F-800 C&C • Ford F700 w/Tilt Bed • Dump
Trucks • Int S-1900 w/12' Gravel Bed. 01-466 Engine • Bus. 8.2 Diesel
•'83 Freightliner Road Tractor. 400 Engine, 13 Speed •••• Horse Drawn
Items • Lawn Mowers • Nine Mobile Homes
For Info Call RIcherd GaillmoreiSonl_Home 270-492-6254, Cell 731-363-5125
COME PREPARED TO FIND MORE THAN ADVERTISED
All Purchases Must Ds Paid For In Caleb Atrotkin Day.
Buyers Desiring To Pay By Chet* And Not Previously Established With James R. Cash
Auction Will Be Required To Present An Irrevocable Bank Letter Adoressed To The
Auction Company Guaranteeing Payment Of Check. No Credit Cards I
CONFUTE SETTLEMEIT DAY OF 1A1.E11 Ito Ileyer's Pressolssaill
— Ur ALaCir-tEes. III arse .Tract
7
'—
Tilinrekaairlsimell — Great DiasnitIngp
In Calloway Co. KY Along The State Line
7045 State Line Road East, Hazel, KY
Terms: 15% Down, Balance Due in 30 Days

ALL REAL ESTATE
WE Ile Sold From The Puryear Auction Location M 12;00 Noes
www.jameercash.com For Detalls1

ft_

CASH
111AIIIVIE.S.
,
AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER. • •
, ,
J

.
.1j,1C.'
•- '

LIQUIDATION AUCTION
Saturday, June 21, 2008• 10 a.m. & Noon
First sale location starting at I() a.m. Two bedroom. I bath, brick and vinyl
partially inground home on country lot. Hico Road - Calloway County property belongs to Wayne & Helen Gardner
Directions to sale: Go east at light at new Hwy 8(1 & 641 intersection going
toward Aurora. Go 10.4 miles to Flier) Rd. Turn right go approx. 1 intle
Watch for auction signs.
1999 Shesta Lite 26 ft pull behind camper and deck located at Waters Edge
Resort, Lot rent paid through season, Auction at 12 Noon.
Directions to sale: 94E of Conn Square, Murray, KY 2.5 miles, turn right on
Hwy. 280. Go approx. 7 3 miles to Waters Edge sign. tuns left, go to the
water. 3rd camper on the nght near marina. Watch for signs.
Sale conducted by

Hatchett Real Estate & Auction
,
VVilkrns Road • Benton K
.'For more informattoh or tia Make appointment
to see property call (270)527-2044
5,20

Climate Control
75341153
460

diawarents For Nei
51".Rwt14
---Cornerstone
Realty & Rental
Rental Pn_csity &
Property Management
Services available
Cali 761-7355
saw,Icoranakeereaky.com
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice large 1 bedroom,
unfurnished ($345) All
appliances including
washer and dryer
Available 5/1/08 7595885 or 293-7085
NOW LEASING
2 8 3beciroom Apts
We accept Section
vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056
SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt. upstairs,
water paid, available
now, no pets.
$260/mo. 753-5980

1505 Diuguid Driye • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283.
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. - !2 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

3 BR house, CA-1/A. 1,
2, & 3 BR Apt. 7531252, 753-0606,
761-3694.
3 BR, 2 BA all appliances Available now
Move in free days
Coleman RE
753-9898

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
PAINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
'Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Mini Star
*Climate (...-castral
'1511..kes0IL
20 Segeh 15te

YARD SALE
600 3RD ST.

TAYLOR TRAIL
OFF 641
SOUTH
7-?
Friday &
Saturday
Rain or shine
Something
Ion everyone

HAZEL
FRIDAY
8:00-?

Too much
to list.

GARAGE SALE
1209
Peggy Ann Dr
Fri

YARD SALE
6394
POTTERTOWN
ROAD
ON 280
FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY
8:00-5:00
A Little bit of
everything'

6AM-?
Boutique little
girls clothes
rowing machine,
little boy's clothes
lots ot
miscellaneous
(270)293-6038
4-PARTYGARAGE SALE •
•
1302
LARKSPUR -DR
FF11 8 SAT
7AM TO 12'00
NOON

2 FAMILY
GARAGE SALE
99 STARV1EW
TRAIL
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY
7:0o-?
Antique round table
wi 2 leaves, antique
cedar chest,
new wall lights,
overhead protector
and lots of misc.

45X25 SHOP. Tiled
office and bathroom
low utilities Next to
J.H. Churchill
753-3119.
OFFICE building for
rent. Pnme location in
Benton. 227-6154 or
OFFICE or retail soace
available. Prime loca(ion. 753-2905,
293-1480

2 BR, 1 BA, new
hardwood
kitchen,
floors, close io MSU,
attached garage, no
pets 711 Payne St
$475 per month
270-293-3710
2BR stove, refrigerator,
W&D hookup $385
month. References.
deposit 8 lease. 1005
Main Street. Murray.
No pets.
(270)527-3664
3 BR, living room den,
in country. $375 per
month. 731-782-3757.
731-363-3202
4 BR, 2 BA, brick.
remodeled.
newly
hardwood floors. Close
to MSU. 1655 Rya',
Ave No pets. $800
monthly. 270-293-4602

WNSIZING
YARD SALE
1608 N 16TH ST
THURSDAY
AND
FRIDAY
7:00-?
Boy Scout items,
straight razors,
furniture, bunk bed.
household items.
toys, kids clothes,
tools, motor lift,

MOVING SALE I
Corner of
Glendale & 4th
St. J&L Rentals
Fri & Sat
6:00AM-?
Furniture. TV's,
clothes,
decorations.
everything must
go!

INDOOR
YARD SALE
217 OLD
LYNN GROVE
ROAD
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY
7:00-?
Fun-Aura.
clothes, home
decor & misc.

H 0 R.S.E.S. INC.
INSIDE YARD SALE
KY NATIONAL
GUARD ARMORY
121 NORTH
FRI. 7:004:00
SAT. 7:00-2:00
run-insure, c•offugga.

toys, lots of ruse
ten's Something for
everyone All proceeds
benefit therapeutic
ming for individuals

527-7879.

40'x48,
SHOPS
40's40'. gas heat, insulated,. 12 ft walls
Located 406 Sunbury
Circle, Murray Call
Carlos Black
270-436-2935

9 week old AKC registered yellow Lab pupmale, 2
pies. 1
females. 1st shots.
$200. 270-759-9375
leave message.
DOG Obedience
436-2858
Great Pyrenees puppies, $50. 270-5344062.
MINI DACHSHUNDS.
AKC. 2M12F. Red/Blk.
ready June 24th $300
Call 978-5976 Kim

M
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

to
At your needs
lmested by
Froggy ratio station

1850 St Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

litl. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
canter of 121 5-_ r,lendak
IOW 525 10105 540
12701 434-2524
(270)2934996

5 yr old IN walking
horse, mare, 14 1
very
hands. black
pretty, child safe, lots
of trail experience.
$1500. 270-227-9020.
CUSTOM baling.
straw & grass hay in
big square bales
3x3x8 (615)542-4036

1005
CONDO:
Southwood #4, Murray
3BR/2BA.
Dwnstrs
apprx 1380 sq ft. laundry rm with wad.
Kitchen with fng, stove.
micro Living and dinning room. Central air
Patio races Bee Creek
Park $95,921, MLS
*39947, Century 21,
call Clayton
270-753-1492.

RR tracks

THURS 10AM-4PM
FRl 8AM-4PM
SAT 8AM-2PM
YARD SALE
503 S 16TH ST
THURSDAY
AND
FRIDAY
7:00-?
TV, small
appliances, girls
bicycle, dishes,
bedding, toys,
shelves purses.
shoes. clothes (plus,
girls, toddler, baby)
and lots of misc.

'Num, Ledgrr k Times Fair
Housing Art %otice
All real estate ads.ernsed herein

ss subiect to the Fiedeni Fair
Housing act which makes it
illegal it advertise MN reference, limitation or discrinumhon based oo race, color, rehpon. sex, handicap, familial status or national origin or intention to make ans. such Freerences lurutaboce or discronrnaeon

forbid discrinunation
m the sae rental or advertising
of real estate based or factors so
addihon to those protected
untie federal law.
We will knowIngls armpit any
advertises for real estate which
is rot in visitation ot the law All
persons are berets tntonned
that all dwellings adseetiiied are
available Ln1 oil NUJ: 1.vortll-

State laws

YARD SALE
512
STONERIDGE
LANE
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Furniture, home
decor, girl's
clothing (5-7)
women's clothing
(various sizes).

800

SCOOTERS

tol •

W • •

cite*
16.1.40141

FSBO: Corner Lot *27
(.47 acre( Saddle
Subdivision ,
Creek
Gibbs Store Rd 8
Atkins Way, Murray
$32.000 obo. 270-759
4209

rti 4II• SP9 t I.
R. ('-

16.004t*S“
0t.
.

NEW BIG SHIPMENT

2002 Honda Shadow
750 A C E deluxe
black, many extras
54,800. (270)820-8256
95 Yamaha Zuma
2.000 miles. 1 owner. 2
helmets. 200 miles per
tank 753-5806
.180

USED TIRES
14 15 16 inch
Starting at 520
mounted

Call 753-5606

L

Soon Utility Man

0, Ford Expedition
XLT, 22K miles, like
new. Asking $17.500
0130 753-9508
04 Dodge Durango,
36K. AWD, loaded
leather, near new cork
dition $14.500 ober..
474-2071.
Envot
GMC
03
99.5000 miles 7-pa,
seatinsi
senger
$8,5000
762-1055 after 5.00. '
2001 Jeep Cherokee
4x4 60th anniversary
edition Very clean,
mint condition, brant
new tires, gray extenot
black interior, 125/,
very sharp. $7,000
Call 731-336-4899 ci
731-498-6454
1111
Used Cars

753-3500
McKinney
Ins. Services!
100 N. 5th
1999 Buick LeSabre
80.XXX. white. $4,1300
obo 489-2544 le,ave
message
99 Buick Park Avenue
Ultra clean, leather,
serviced,
regularly
:
$5,500. 753-8096
97 BMW convertible,
3281, mint condition
100.000 miles, Bosto0
green, $12,000.
43e-5862
88 Cadillac good condition 51,600 otai
436-5759

y
McKinne15161. Servims
200 N.

is is is .1c1f1I
Cit%
1:v701-.1 -fit 1\ if

New 2-4
Bedroom'boon
In Rivellaid
Estelis.
Mott Jew*.

293-7S72
completed
NEWLY
3BR. 2 bath, hardwood
8 ceramic hie flooring,
Jacuzzi tub in master
bath. 2 car attached
garage $149.900 Call
Bonnie at Cornerstone
Realty & rental LLC
761-SELL or 752-0729
On KY Lake. Lake
house. 3 BR, 2 BA with
garage- 2 work rooms,
Water front lot with
trees. storage shed,
boat house floating
boat dock, concrete
boat ramp_ $265.000.
270-436-5737.
Call
270-978-2778.

RENT to own. 3 BR. 2
BA. 2 story, garages in
ground pool. 5 acres.
270-559-1248

80-100 MPG
(270)836-7398

FSBO: 4 bed/4 bath
updated older home
with office, formal dining room and large eat
in kitchen I 12 mile
from Murray on 1 acre
m/1 with fenced back
yard Hardwood floors,
new carpet and nicely
landscaped $129,900,
Call anytime tot details
at 270-978-0880 after
5:00 p.m.

For sale 3 BR. 1 BA,
brick home. East side
of Murray.
270-227 2162.

Revs,? Milan- s/ns,aI4y)

DISCOUNT SHOES.

GAS BUSTER

EXECUTIVE emit
3800 square foot
nouse for sale by
owner on almost 1/2
acre lot! 4 bedrooms
3 1/2 bathrooms. large
great room with cherry
built-ins and gas fireplace, sunroom with
custom tile design,
dining room wen trey
ceiling and wainscoting, gourmet kitchen
with cherry cabinets
with granite countertops, hardwood floors,
custom tile, crown :
molding throughout
house, custom children's playground in
nackyard Custom
cabinets and surround
sound in and out of
house 2 car garage,
professionally landscaped custom blinds
and drapes! If interested in see home on
605 Kingsway Court in
Woodgate Subdivision
please call 293-5959
or 293-0902

1•VA, WINNE
.....VW,

Ftlf hirther a...41mi with fan
Housing .sidsertising
COUIWI
i.urVact

NAME BRAND

Yard Sala

761-455S
grastayisrlaw.essa

REDUCED'
LAKE house. Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
ramp
boat
Call
$248.500 00
753-2905 or 293-8595.

ruh her,

MOVIING SALE
111 N.

Registered Red Angus
service age bulls
731-697-2423

llthi,Cvnahisp

Ease

Tan house
Brown trim

Furniture, men
& women's
clothing. toys
& electronics

Greg Taylor
Attorney at Law
Casten* Derds

1\1\11.1)111A
1)1 It t. 1U I 11 I!

2852 ST RI 94E
2 miles from

10th Street
Friday &
Saturday
7-1

3 BR, 2 BA. brick LA
dinning and sun room
all new inside Large
fenced back yard. Just
off Glendale on 9th
Phone 753-4443 or
753-8406.
3 BR 2 BA 3 miles
frorn town $54,500
270-240-4834
38R, 28A, 2,500
sq.ft , fireplace fenced
yet, barn. 32 acres
2851 Kirksey no
(270)227-0479

vett special needs

INDOOR
TAG SALE

od Supplies

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

LARGE
YARD SALE
119 TOM

Available
*Now Have

4°N NE4a,

SAW.

halal

•All Size Units

1.20 Acres With Frannie Dwelling
luso 1st IRIS 1111411 — ex•eawiresies-, "r101
Tarens:115,000.00 Down, lialancs In 30 Days
Lake View Lot At Cypress Springs, "KY Lake"
Poiertop Cypress Sweeps Wilarlikil Area lake .rey Lem 1 Nook To roma Law
Torras:113,000.00 Down, Balance In 30 Days

CI

11110N BEACH
111111MisiSTORMIII

ILsergiao Corms"- 1-ust Ors Maizepll, ICY'
Perfect Monieplace Setting - LawatTross
flowers - Water - Newel Des - 110 Myers
Terms:53,000.00 DOWTI, Balance In 30 Days

, 't, 4 1-• I ral 1 /1/A1 a .- '. e; 1

Visa*

ig:.•• I.,

C . ::,:cr:-:.L-0,4 4, 270-623-8466

nosed & Bonded in KY & Tenn #1281 Firm 211:3
My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays

1 t\I / It

1111
Vale

(LAND Aoucmcorc )

Saturday, June 14, 2008•10 a.m.

RC

100

IIII 11
.
W.

marnsoi ,ste.taii •tennomenar.,a -mi
ma..11:A.L.I.ALI.imok_-..A.:-LA.Lakz..a..1a.:..&A.A.-1•1

FANCY FARM. KY! 270-6.23-8406 .

Thursday. June 12. 2008 • 13

2005 Toyota Tundr4
SR5 4dr Extendec
Cab. Loaded. 24,00$
miles, mint condition.
$19,500. 753-0913- :
94 Chevy Z71 exter
ed cab, good conditior(,
new motor and trans!.
missior. Call
270-227-5776

FREE CONCRETE
FLOTATION: 2' x 8'
concrete floats loaded
on your truck at Green
Turtle Bay. Grand
Rivers. KY Call Bill
Gary at 270-362-8364
for details

Sweetwater
86
Pontoon 2411. new
carpet.
and
deck
$7,500. 762-1055 after
500pm.
530

1.&M
. LAWN SERVIL E
Mewing. Ma nicurvng,
landscaping 8.
leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed,
753-1816 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 575.00
A MONTH
CALL 75.3-1916

ME Electric
Since 1986

.

24 noun mama.
753-3500

McKinney
Ins. Services
100 N. 5th
2006 Kawasaki lue$50f.
Nada value $4,420.
Will sail for $4,000.
2004 Yamaha yz85.
Nada value $1.165
Will sell for $900 Will
sell both for $4.800
Both bikes excellent
condition 435-4540 or
293-2612

Re,,. Corn . & Ind,
Licensed & Insured ;
All lobs - big or small)

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tram
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORD,
ABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
punk & tree work
•
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STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
'ADVERTISERS You
can place a 25-word
classified so in 70
Kentucky newspapers
for as Kee as $250 with
one order one payment For information,
canted the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821

Accredited
•NCCER
Operator
Equipment
Classes State Training
Dollars Available to
Qualified Applicants
Financing
E mployment
AwLaiiue iliV01111040
HEAVY
AMERICAN
EQUIPMENT TRAINin
ING
Located
866-280Kentucky.
5836

'Divorce without chitSPONTIt4G/SPORT- Oren $95.00, Divorce
ING GOODS
with Children $95.00
FREE
name 'CHERRY BLOSSOM
With
documents GOLF/COUNTRY
change
'
• *Ile only) and marital CLUB. Georgetown
settlement agreement Voted *1 public access
by
course
'Fast, easy and profes- golf
sional Call 1-888-789- GolfWeek Magazine
Join us for your next
0198
Call
round or outing
BUILDINGS
502-570-9849

sOnvers- We have miles
& freight. Positions
available ASAP. ClassA CDL waarei endorsement req d Top pay &
premium benefits Call
877-484-3061 or visit.
www oakieytranspon C
OrTI

--Brand Name Bad or 45Class-A Drivers$S
,NO Credit- No problem. Terminals in Clarksville
'
Smallest weekly nay- •
Owensboro end
' merits avas Call NOW Georgetown KY areas.
1,000-640-5366
Flatbed freight, planned
reloads, excellent pay,
HELP WANTED
benefits, home weekphle- enus, must be able to
*Experienced
- botomists. paramedics, commute to base termi.MD's, LPN's, MA's nal. Cali 866-317-9264
needed for Daytime
Insurance .Company Drivers- We
Mobile
Up to
Examinations. $15-25 Have Miles!
including
'exam. KY and Southern 44e/mile,
COL-A
1N Detail oriented, inde- bonus if qualify.
contractor required. Call 0300'447pendent
visit,
. work. E-mail resume: 1211 x2057 or
www.transportameriisightbb corn
gpd
ca.com
, 'Laid Off, Need a job?
Out of Work? We have 'Delta Career Academy
local
• openings in a variety of Currently Enrolling
programs. No experi- students for 16 day
ence? No problem. Fuii Class-A CDL traininc,s
starling
pay and benefits while $800-$850 avg.
Second
60
training. Must be US cit- pay
800-883izen under age 30 in Approval.
good physical condition. 0171

Associates
'Watkins
Needed. Flexible hours.
$500-$1000e/
Earn
Month Part-Time Start
while keeping your current job No selling
required. Free details
envie 348.com
INSTRUCTIONAL

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

T RANS"KNIGHT
P ORTATIONIN
Indianapolis,
Division- Come join OW
incty Team" 4mos
Experience
OTR
required We pay for
your experience Call
888-346-4639 & start
this weep!, Knight has
the financial strength
you deserve for your
Pay
•Daily
career
'Good home time 'Med.'
Vision., Dental/ 401K
Nurse( truCke Ownei
'
800-437-5907
ops'
www knighttrans.com

...Beat Price Increases.
TRAVEL
• -Get quick delivery.
• Great service & selec- •DESTIN, F04:1T WALOwner
'Midwest
'slIon on high quality all TON BEACH. SOUTH
Needed!!
PANAMA Operators
steel buildings Sentinel WALTON,
$1.05 ALL miles ($1.20
•Sulding Systems, 800- CITY & PORT ST JOE,
for temperatuie conad26. FLORIDA. Best selec-427-0790
.
trol) Generous fuel sur- iesnv.ssnensibuikiings c tion of beach cottages.
,
Guaranteed
homes & condos On- charge
cm
weekends.
line
Reservations. home
..1Buildings For Sale! "Ark SouthernResorts. Permits. fuel taxes paid.
miles.
2500-3000
'Beat Next Increase! corn 800.737.2322
$4300.
,.?0x30x12
Frontier (800)991-6227
TRUCK DRIVERS
$6890.
-:25x40x14
s."
*Our top regional driver
HELP WANTED
$7900.
30x50x14
made $64.951 in 2007!
$11,500.
15x56x16
"(ken Drivers: HOME How much did YOU
$14,900
,1110x60x113
GET earn? 5,45/mile? Make
WEEKENDS!
'S0x140x19 $41,600.
PAID 40s PER MILE, more in 2008! Home
e0x100x18 $32,800
Tarp Pay & 6% Bonus' weekly!
Heartland
'Pioneer since 1980. 1CDL-A & 6 rrio flatbed Express
1-600-4415422
41100-668800W.V.T.
req'd.
exp.
,•
4953 vninv.heartiandex...Steel Arch Buildings- 246-6305 www.wvton- oress.corn
GO
ASAP! line.com
O•MUST
..Glearance & Canceled
'CDL CLASS-A & B
. orders. 20x24, 30x44
Classes. State Training
-,Huge discounts can Dollars
Available to
A to B Moving. Lona
,save you thousands Qualified Applicants.
distance
and long
, Call today for savings'
Financing
moves. Call Briar, a
865-352-0716.
E mployment
270-705-4156
1
Assistance available.
FINANCIAL
Al Joe's Mower repair.
AMERICA
TRUCK
Tune-up specials
'IRS Troubles??? Get TRAINING Located in
Free pick-up/delivery
the IRS off your back. Kentucky.
866-244in Murray. 436-2867
car, help-guaran- 3644
IRS
Former
teed!
APPUANCE REPAIR
1-800-427- "COL Drivers. Get SERVICE & PARTS
agents
and Miles! Get Home! Solo (270) 293-8726 OR
Minch
(.1780
.Associates Our clients drivers: up to $1,000/ 759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
never meet with the wk. Teams: up to
Majority
S2.500/wk
• IRS!
I I
Drop-N-Hook Excellent
FOR SALE
benefits! 800-506-9721
Nlit(Itt II Ilros.
...A New Computer Now! v.-ay.:kern com

1-800-282-1384

Additions, Windows, Siding,
Painting, Flooring, Roofing,
Decks, Concrete
& Repairs

BYNUM
'DriverTRANSPORT Qualified drivers needed for Regional & OTR
positions. Food grade
tanker, no hazmat or
pumps, great beneats,
competitive pay, new
equipment. 866-GOBYNUM Need 2 years
experience.

"ATTEND COLLEGE 'Driver- CDL-A. The
home. Grass is Greener at
Online from
'Business PTL. Students with CDL
'Medical
'Paralegal 'Computers Welcome - excellent
'Criminal Justice. Job training Co Drivers
placement assistance. Earn up to 46cprn
available. Owner Operators Earn
Computer
Financial Aid if qualified. 1 41cprn 22yrs of age
866-858-2 i 21 12mos OTR. No Forced
Call
www.CenturaOnline.co Northeast' Co Drivers
rn
800-848-0405
call
0.0perators call: 877'Can You Dig It? Heavy
WNW.ptl•
774-3533
Equipment School 3wk
inc.COM
program
training
Backhoes. Bulldozers, "Drivers ATTN DRITrackhoes Local lob VERS Sign-On Bonus
placement asst Start 35-42 corn Earn over
digging dirt Now. 866- $1000
weekly
362-6497
benefits
Excellent
Need CDL-A & 3 mos
'Get Crane Trained!
recent OTR 800-635
Equip
Heavy
Crane/
8669
Training.
National
Prep. •Dnvers - Competitive
Certification
Placement assistance. Pay Great Home Time
Financial assistance. Van and Flatbed Fleets
Recent
of Accepting
School
Georgia
Construction. Grads 23 YO lyr OTR
Smithway
www.Heavy5.corn Use CDL-A
Code "KYCNH" or call Motor Xpress 888-6197607 wiinv smxc corn
1-866-712-7745
Home
Truck 'Drivers'International
Driving School, located Weekends & Great
in KY now enrolling stu- Pay' Company! Lease
dents. Class-A CDL Purcnase available Pd
Job assis- Vacation, premium benTraining
efits & more. CDL-A & 3
tance. Financing to help
everyone. Start working mos experience req d
(800)441-4271
nowt Call 888-780-5539 Call
xKY-100

on Olken

THE Murray Ledger &
its
Times considers
SOUrCOS reliable but inacoccur
do
curacies
Readers using the rawmation do so at their own
flak Although persons and
mentioned
companies
hereon are believed to be
reputable. The Murray
Ledger & TIONDS, nor any
ol 'is employees acceot
any responsibasy whatsoever for their activities

We sell & deliver red gravel, pea
gravel, large wash rock, dirt and sand.
Approx 9 miles on 641 N. of Murray
on Hopkins Rd.

753-9899
Family owned & operated

-77....
r6L
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Names
azialmautts

INNININEAr

:\

r Calbleisa &am

Winn Siam
atom tainuno
•Dweelbelowa.
•Itcussio•Putentoo
MONO 119411148

Crags Deer Unita I
BO&
44 e
11sard
Oenor:491

\

,

Tree
YEARRY'S
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Friday. June 13, 2008:
How you view situations and
people in general might change
dramatically through the year.
Always work on detaching,
though emotions would tell you
to do the opposite! Your creativity emerges when dealing with
problems, and also the need for
hard work. You cannot escape
the inevitable. Understand limitations and honor them as well.
If you are single, romance will
add sparkle to your days if you
are open. Finding the right person could be a separate issue! If
you are attached, re-create an
old date or go on a second honeymoon. Remember to stoke the
fires of love. LIBRA knows how
to get your imagination fired up!

Ed 'Om
Onow.s
tai Ilk.Or,
ers- or Jr. thittiroeS

r
270-293-5624

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal
Trimming
stump grinding lire wood Insured
489-2839.

II
I \II \ I

• wisek1 & ,,ier:ral pickups
• locally 0e-tied/operated
759-1131 • 293-2783
293-2784
to,itittir
tn,-

3301 St. Rt 121R.
753-8087

1& a Lawn Servite
.illistving. 'Trimming
and Mulch Hauling
Mitch Knight. '
270-221-0906
Jay Knight
. 270-293-0044

The Stars Shoe the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 1-Average; 2-So-o).

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Recognize what makes
others tick in doing so. you will
be able to relate on a deeper and
more profound level. You might
not always feel that you understand others. Today, take a lesson in better communication.
Tonight: Let others make a
choice.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Clear your desk, as you
will want to be footloose and
fancy free this weekend. What
might surprise ,iiou is just how
many options you have once you
relax. Creativity opens doors.

FREE adult male dog
o responsible home
227-1879
lyear ofd female rows
!erred chocolate Lab
and 3 year old German
mix
Sneppardilab
293-3883

hy his•INIO Mai

Mune

- REE
•F

PARKER Excavating
Bank gravel, fill dirt P.
top soil
(270)293-3252

n

to Charley Miller Rd., then take a right

800 Chestnut St. • Murray, KY

NADEAU'S
Construction
'Flooring 'Decks
'Vinyl siding 'All
Home Improvements
(210)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
nadeauconstruction net

ii

•

lialf a'EPV: i

BRANDON'S Outdoor
service
Mowing, yard cleanup snrubs, bosh hogging, tilling, mulch,
grading.
C-(270)978-0543
after 6.00
(270)436-5277

\ \\

•Guaranteed professional & reliable service
•Insured
•I'ompet.,tive & reasonable pricing

GRAVEL & SAND

INI

-T

• Onset
• At,conssorsrg Rum,• Engem Rebuking
• VOW,Uleocks • Rooftop Asenfarica

=AI -115111

NletEi

IF-1 10 IL/

270-752-0313
ner Coerrru.tor Luke Rickman
Residendal Construction of
New Homes,Additions & Remodeling

AHART'S

EAST VALLEY
DIESEL REPAIR
24

(!ONSTRUCTION, INC It

Which one do you want to go
through? Tonight: Say yes.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Your imagination might
make it difficuff to work from
home and to realty relax. Your
vision of possibilities could take
you to a whole new level of
options. Focus on what is best in
the long run. Tonight: Out with a
pal or co-worker.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Sometimes you might
want to listen more or open up to
new possibilities. If you are wondering which way to go in a
tense situation, ask others. The
difference of opinion easily can
be bridged. Tonight: Start the
weekend well.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Investigate possibilities.
Be the ever-personable Leo, and
life realty will fall into place. Clear
Your desk and make time to
return all calls and to-do's. You'll
enter the next few days feeling
great as a result Tonight: Happy
at home
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
**** Tighten up an expenditure, or check on a bill. Knowing
when you have had enough or
done enough could be very
important. Make plans keeping
in mind your budget. Sort
through calls. knowing it is the
end of the work week. Tonight:
Demonstrate how you hang out.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You still have energy
and vavoom. Don't kid yourself
about how much you can
accomplish, or else you could be
very frustrated. Think "weekend'
and "closing off," rather than
'new beginnings.' Tonight, Be
budget savvy.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Though it might take a lot
to get yoursetf in gear or have
what you need happen. don't,
think in terms of having to do
everything right now. Lighten up
on yourself, and you just might
enjoy the next few days. Tonight:
Time to wish upon a star.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Meetings could be
important, be it in a personal or
professional context. The line
could be hazy as well. Take
some personal time this afternoon, or at least close your door
so you can concentrate. Tonight:
You don't need to tell all!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Step up to the plate
and be willing to handle as much
responsibility as you deem necessary. Meetings and other people score high in your afternoon,
whether planned or not. Remain

Where the
confident Tonigh
actIon IF
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Your mind could drift to
different ideas and unusual solutions. Your ability to take a stand
and make a difference emerges.
Listen to news with a grain of
salt. Though this person means
to tell the whole story. he or she
might not be able to, not having
all the facts. Tonight A force to
witness.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Work with one person
rather than a bundle of many.
You could be exhausted at all the
news that heads your way. Stop
and consider your options more
carefully. You could be surprised
by what life might offer. Tonight
Take off ASAP!
BORN TODAY
Artist Christo (1935), writer
Dorothy L. Sayers (1893)

Be safe, Call Before Digqiog
Murray Natural Gas
wants to remind you to be
careful when you begin
your spring planting and
yard cleaning.
Call Kentucky 811
at 1-800-752-6007 to have
all utility lines marked in
the area in which you
will be digging.

For more information,
call Murray Natural Gas
at 270-762-0336.
THIS Si PUOUC SEPEACE ANNOUNCE...ENT

MURRAY MEDICAL
Associates
•
sisentoom"`i

At Murray MedicsiAxecciletcs,,you'll benef

roup of

high level of medical expertiati f
professionals. We arc plc
Richard Crouch bee
the hew 34.1gray Mettic
continue taking 4:44.(';
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Sad couple longs to share in
the joy of grandparenting

Murrita Ledger & Times
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LooklniBack
10 years ago

Published is a picture of Adam
Brandon and Joe Anderson enjoying a nde on the Cyclone during their visit to the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair. The
4 photo was by Staff Photograph.
er Bernard Kane.
•
Chris Egelston. magical entertamer from Carters die. 111, will
• present the 1998 version of his
"Reading is Magic Show" to kick
off the Summei Reading Program
at the Calloway County Public
Library on June IS, according to
Sandy Linn. youth services librarian.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Bob
Cornelison. president of the board
of United Way of Murray and
Calloway County, discussing promotions for the annual fundraising drive with Dick Peyer, board
member. The photo was by Staft
Photographer Scott Wilson
Lexie Ray will be the speaker at the gospel meeting at Almo
Church of Christ from June 12'5.
Births reported include a girl
to Jennifer and Gary Lovett and
a girl to Donna and Dick Carson. June 6: a girl to Ronda and
Terry Miller, June 7.
.
30 years ago
Frank Schwab has been named
director and John Goode as assis• tant director of the Murray city
School Bands by the Murray independent Board of Education.
Published is a picture of Patti
Robinson and Janet Smith who
will represent Calloway County
in the Kentucky 4-H Fashion
• Revue dunng 4-H week activities at the University of Kenlucky Memorial Coliseum on June
lo 14. Also attending from the 4-H
-' Club witl be Brad Bryan, Terry
Sledd. Diana Cunningham, Carla
Beach. Penny Lockhart and Jo
" Beth Norwood.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Lamb, May
28.

40 years ago
About 3,(100 persons attended
the annual family night held by
DEAR ABBY: Our kids
the Murray Division of the Taphave decided not to have kids.
pan Company at the Murray-CalAlthough we have no choice
loway County Fairgrounds on June
but to accept it, and would never
9. Joe Hill was muter of cereexpress our disappointment or
monies. Haroid Wayne Thorn
won the Tappan range and Bobby
lay a guilt trip on them, we
Oldham won the Tappan refrigstill have feelings about it. It's
erator.
our biggest
Elected as new officers of
sadness.
the Woman's Society of ChristAll
the
ian Service of First United
people we
Mrs.
were
Church
Methodist
know have
Goldia Curd, president; Mrs.
grandchilWilliam Britton, vice president;
dren. At holMrs. J. Matt Sparkman, secreidays they
tary; Mrs. Maurice Ryan, conferhave toys to
ence treasurer: and Miss Katie
buy, cookies
Martin, local treasurer.
to bake, dinSO years ago
ners to plan.
Lillian Lowry, local teacher,
Our friends
presented a program on "What
By Abigail
and relatives
Makes the French People Act
Van Buren
tell us that
Like French People Do- at a
because we
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
held at the Murray Woman's Club
won't have grandkids we can
house.
buy ourselves something extraWilliam D. Medeans, minisspecial. It doesn't make us feel
ter of East 10th Street Church
any better.
of Christ. Clovis, N.M., will be
An entire chapter of our lives
the visiting evangelist at a gospel
will be missing. No one will
meeting at Seventh & Poplar
call us "Grandma" or 'GrandChurch of Christ scheduled June
pa." Are our feelings legitiminister
former
15-22. He is a
mate, or are we whining about
of the local church_
NOBODY'S
-nothing?
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. David Pinson, GRANDMA
NOBODY'S
DEAR
May 10.
GRANDMA: You are whin60 years ago
ing about something. HowevPublished is a picture of memer, if you feel left out because
bers of the Murray Lions Club
you won't be buying toys at
erecting a sign at the site of the
holiday time, baking cookies
reforestation project undertaken
by the club. Pictured are W.B.
and being called "Grandma"
Moser, secretary, E.W. Riley, chairand "Grandpa," I have a sugman of the committee. and Samuel
gestion for you. "Adopt" a
C. McKee, president.
needy family with small chilWill Frank Steely of Hazel is
dren and assume that role. You
one of 12 students at the Unineed only look as far as your
versity of Kentucky. Lexington,
nearest homeless shelter, prochosen to attend a six-weeks semgram for abused women, or
inar in Austria this summer.
ask someone in Social SerBro. Connie Wyatt is minisvices to find one for you. I
of
Church
Grove
Union
ter of
guarantee you'll be greeted with

Dear Abby

TodayinNIstory
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. June 12.
the 164th day of 2008. There are
202 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 12. 1963. civil rights
leader Medgar Evers was fatally
shot in front of his home in Jackson. Miss.; he was 37. In 1994.
Byron Be La Beckwith was convicted of murdering Evers and
sentenced to life in prison; he
died in 2001.)
On this date:
In 1665. England installed a
municipal government in New
York, formerly the Dutch settlement of New Amsterdam.
In 1776, Virginia's colonial legislature became the first to adopt
a Bill of Rights.
In 1898, Philippine nationalists declared independence from
Spain.
In 1939. the National Baseball

Hall of Fame and Museum was
dedicated in Cooperstown, N.Y.
In 1963. one of Hollywood's
most notoriously expensive productions, "Cleopatra," starring Elizabeth Taylor. Richard Burton and
Rex Harnson, opened al New
York.
In 1967, the Supreme Court.
in Loving v. Virginia, struck down
state laws prohibiting interracial
marriages.
In 1971, Tncia Nixon and
Edward F. Cox were rnarried in
the White House Rose Garden.
In 1978, David Berkowitz was
sentenced to 25 years to life in
prison for each of the six "Son
of Sam- .44-caliber killings that
had terrified New Yorkers.
In 1981, major league baseball players began a 49-day strike
over the issue of free-agent compensation. (The season did not
resume until Aug. 10.)

In 1987, President Reagan, during a visit to the divided (jerman city of Benin, publicly challenged Soviet leader Mikhail S.
Gorbachev to "tear down this wall."
Ten years ago: A airy in Hattiesburg, Miss.. convicted 17-yearold Luke Woodharn of killing two
students and wounding seven others at Pearl High School. Space
shuttle Discovery returned to 'Earth,
bringing home the last American
to live aboard Mir and closing
out three years of U.S.-Russian
cooperation aboard the aging space
station.
Five years ago: U.S. fighter
jets bombed a suspected terrorist
camp and troops stormed through
Sunni Muslim towns in Iraq, seeking Saddam Hussein loyalists an
one of the biggest American military assaults since the war began.
Israel killed seven Palestinians in
its third rocket attack in 24 hours.
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open arms and open hearts
DEAR ABBY: My mother
is a hardworking farm woman
in her early 60s who never bothered to take care of her skin.
She recently went through
menopause, and now her lace
looks much older than her
years.
Mom is a good person. Every
wrinkle and laugh line has
been well-earned. However,
several people have made comments to her like, "What happened to you? You look terrible!'
How should Mom respond
to this? I suggested she say
with smile, "I'm getting old,
and I look it!' She feels that
would be too harsh. Do you
have a more subtle answer for
these insensitive people? -PROUDLY AGING, READLNG, MINN.
PROUDLY
DEAR
AGING: There's an old saying: "It takes an enemy and a
friend to hurt you to the core.
The enemy to slander you and
the friend to get the 'news to
you." Your suggested response
to the tactless individuals who
would say such a thing to your
mother isn't "harsh" -- it's right
on target. If your mother tried
for something more subtle, the
people wouldn't get the message.
1.0

DEAR ABBY: My brother
'Albert's' in-laws charge hint
and his new wife to attend
family events. Example: When
they are invited to the in-laws'
lake house, they must bring
$20 to cover the gas for the
boat. Last Christmas they were
charged $10 apiece for the
family's annual shrimp boil,
and $50 for a grandparent's
birthday party.
The in-laws are not poor.
They could well afford to host
these events for their relatively small family. Albert and his
wife, however, are newlyweds.
They don't have a lot of spare
cash. Nevertheless, their attendance at these family events
is expected.
I believe to charge a guest
money to attend a gathering
like this is a social blunder.
Albert says that's the price of
marrying into the family. What
do you think. Abby? -- PROTECTIVE SIBLING, NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
PROTECTIVE
DEAR
SIBLING: Considering the fact
that the in-laws have money.
the practice is certainly unusual. However, your brother knew
what he wa.s getting into when
he married into this family,
and you should M.Y.O.B.
0.0
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Q10 looks good for
Parkinson's so far
DEAR DR. GOTT: I was
diagnosed with Parkirison's disease in June 2005. I take Mirapex,
which is prescribed, and co-enzyme
Q10, which is not I read somewhere that Q10 is a pod overthe-counter for people with Parkinson's disease.
you
Could
please comment on this'
DEAR
READER:
Parkinson's is
a neurological
disorder that
results from
the loss of
cells
brain
that produce
dopamine. a
By
Dr. Peter Gott chemical subthat
stance
impulses.
nerve
transmits
Dopamine is essential for normal
functioning of the central nervous system. When the neurons
that produce dopamine die, that
part of the brain responsible for
coordinating movement malfunctions and leads to tremor, rigidity, lack of coordination, sleep disturbances, difficulties with movement and more.
Recent studies performed on
mice have been extremely promising. revealing that the damaged
area of the brain in Parkinson's
patients can be protected by slowing the progression of the disease with the use of co-enzyme
Q10. It should be noted, however, that larger studies and double-blind studies on humans must
be coordinated to determine the
validity of such results
From what I can determine,
this product is effective in lowering cholesterol levels and also
appears effective in slowing the

Dr. Gott

progress of symptoms Speak with
your neurologist regarding his
views and recommendations for
this supplement If he agrees and
you continue to experience positive results, stick with it.
This is a good time for me to
clarify something I said in a past
column regarding Parkinson's disease. When discussing advancement of the disease, I indicated
that some people are blessed with
a complete cure within months
What I should hate said was that
some people go into remission
without advance of symptoms,
giving the appearance of a complete cure. I apologize for CTRSleading my readers
DEAR DR. GOTT: i am a
73-year-old woman with joint pain.
I've been taking glucosamine and
chondrottin for about four years
for control. When I read your
column about grape juice and
pectin for the pain of arthritis. I
tried it, and it worked immediately. Should I keep taking the
glucosiunine and chondrooin while
using the grape juice and pectin?
DEAR READER: It appears
you have been taking over-tbecounter supplements for four years
with minimal success. This combination works for some people
but aot for all. It's time to experiment Use only the grape juice
and pectin for a month. Remember to make a mental note of
your activity during the trial pentad. If you Are involved with cleaning out the attic or painting a
room, you will be using muscles
that you don't ordinarily use and
could experience pain even without joint inflammation. This would
not be a fan test it, however,
you have a normal routine and
your pain level remains decreased,
you will have your answer.

Cosonatirldes
North cooperated by bidding four
North dealer.
diamonds. and South could then do
Both sides vulnerable.
no better than retreat to four hearts
NORTH
since he had no idea what his partner
•A 7.
held in spades If North did not have
V.1 9 8 6
a spade honor, it would be dangerous
•AJ 5 4 2
to venture beyond the four-level. ROI
•J 6
when North next bid four spades,
EAST
WEST
showing the ace, it was easy for
•K 6 5
•10 8 4 3
74
South to undertake six hearts, which
•
•2
proved to be an excellent contract
•K 1063
•09 7
Declarer won the club lead with
•8 7 5 2
41.K Q 10 9 4
the ace- played a diamond to the ate
SOUTH
and ruffed a diamond high. Next
Q J 92
carne a low trump to the eight and
IP A K Q 1053
soothe.: diamond rufT high. Novi a
_
•a
IOW heart to the jack, followed by a
•A 3
third diamond ruff, established the
The bidding:
diamond jack ass tnck.
West
South
East
North
South thee led the queen of
Pass
I•
Pass
Pass
spades, but went up with the ace
Pass
4•
Past,
3 II
when West played low. After discard4•
Pass
Pass
4•
ing his club loser on the jack of dia6•
Pass
4•
monds, declarer conceded a spade to
king of clubs.
Opening lead
The Blackwood Coen/endue is a score swell-bid and well-played s ulgetting to or nerable slam.
vety useful gadget
Note that by choosing this method
staying out of slams But in the same
of play. South guaranteed the conto clean
rake
a
use
way you don't
your fingernails, or a teaspoon to dig tract if he found the diamonds
a well, you don't use Blackwood divided 4-3 and the trumps 2-1, anti
when the information it elicits may. at the same time preserved his
not help you get to the right contract. chance of making the slam via a
For example, take this deal where spade finesse if the diamonds or
South cuebid four clubs over three trumps were unfavorably divided.
Most important of all, he did not
hearts, indicating first-round club
control and interest in a slam even stake everything on an early spade
which would have proved
finesse,
°tipthough his partner had passed
fatal
nally
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
czoosx.vi...-ossroscei.

Crosswords
ACROSS
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ANOTHER BIRTHDAY . MAYf3E
IT'S TIME TO START THINKING
ABOUT MY FUT ate

TIME TO 5TAgl
MAKING SOME PO ANS .

"IE P.IN 1..J 1rS.0•3
17

rot, REALLY TkINK I
010,
WAS GOING TO SHARE THIS
ICE CREAM CONE WITH YOU?

CIO YOU REALLY
THINK WE WERE YEE I
14006141
BOTH GOING TO
THAT
LICK 1I4E SAME
ICE CREAM CONE'

„
*4. ken

A114

1 Cajun veggie
5 Turn toward
9 Hip-hop music
12 Dressmaker s
cut
13 Veldt stalker
14 Hard water'?
15 Quaint hotels
16 Safe callers
17 Monastery
dweller
18 Wear and tear
20 Make a sound
22 Fencing
weapon
25 Regard
27 Waterfront
event
28 Bon Josi
of rock
29 Earthen pot
33 Crude meta;
34 Wapiti
35 Bumbler
36 Tiluana dollar
38 Shoat's home
39 Elcar Of Garvey

40 Blubber and
suet
42 More spacious
43 Word
processor
choices
46 Livy's eggs
47 Fossey fnerxi
48 Shooting
marbles
51 Rx amount
55 Wheel track
56 Archeologist's
find
57 Latin I verb
58 Slalom run
59 Vegas oval
60 Tunnel maker
DOWN
1 Sapporo sash
2 Family
members
3 Trotted
4 Promise
5 Furnace duct
6 Rifle range
command

Answer to Previous Puzzle

MOP MMMM
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WIE
momnom
opummumm
um
mum_tullionam
mattwim MO WM
011tAl
m
MOIEVIEm
tammmucto
om
moo
momumum
m
D EP

GAD

UREE

IRlMIME UMW
D EL

UMMM

Mang

6-12 e 2008 united Feature Syraticate
7
8
9
10

Flatfoot
Happen next
Falling-out
Ranch
measure
11 Me0ow fruit

Inc

19 Wyo neighbor
21 Countdown
number
22 What red
means
23 Earring part
24 Lyric poems
25 Amps cousins
26 Pitch-dark
28 Quip
30 Trucker s haul
31 Freeway strip
32 Miles away
37 Repeatedly
39 Tiara
41 Moving
around
42 Charleston s st
43 Ticket price
44 Beethoven
piece
45 Earns as profit
46 Fiord city
49 Orange or
stock ending
50 Prevailed
52 Gold, in Peru
53 — Mineo
of films
54 Summer
in Quebec

•
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
ettoyilhitilt41,111

Annual 1Pickin' Party'
is at LBL this weekend
GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
Musician:- and music lovers
from all over the Mid-South are
tuning up for the annual Pickin.
Party, scheduled for June 14-15
at The Homeplace, a living history farm located in Land
Between The Lakes (1811
National Recreation Area.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledaer& Times
ART WINNERS: Three Calloway County students were recently announced as winners of the
We Need a Hero" comic an contest sponsored by Garrick Crump, left, of (3's Cornice, and
Mickey Garrison, right, co-owner of Los Comics. The contest was open to students from
tisindergarter, through 12th grade arid was designee to focus on good, positive, wholesome
Character, Garrison said. Student winners pictured are, Randy Dowdy, second from left, a 'Ainior at Calloway County High School, and Alex Nance, second from right, an eighth grade student at Calloway County Middle School. Not present for the picture was Ashlee Barbeeu, the
elementary school winner. Each of the winners received an assortment cf gifts from various
local businesses. Garrison, who is also the CCMS art teacher, said the sponsors hoped to
make the contest an annual event.

Retro Cocktail Hour on WKMS
The Retro Cocktail Hour began Friday at II Polynesian sway of Les Baxter and Martin Denny.
p.m. on Murray State's listener supported public the eccentric pop confections of Juan Garcia
radio service 9L3 FM, WKMS for- an eight-week Esquivel. the mambo madness or Perez Prado,
;Winner run, The Retro Cocktail Hour, a hi-ti "private eye jazz" from TV's 77 Sunset Snip ano
aghball of vintage "bachelor pad" music, exotica, Peter Gunn and the cartoon-like capenngs of
ttrivate eye jazz and eccentric pop of the 50s,'66s Raymond Scott, among others.
Brogdon has a Murray State connection.
and '70s, comes to WKMS from Kansas Pdblic .
according tos WKMS Program Director Mark
gadio.
- The Retro Cocktail Hour host and KPR Welch. He is married to Rachel Osis Hunter, who
Anagram Director Darrell Krogdoci gives a weekly was WKMS program director during Bruce
nod to the Space Age Pon revival. Hear vintage Smith's tenure as WKMS manager in the mid to
rbcordings from the dawn of the Hi-Fi Era - imag- late 70s. Rachel is now music director at Kansas
inative. light-hearted (and sometimes light-head- Public Radio.
In addition to its main regional signal on 91.3
nil pop stylings designed to underscore everything from the backyard barbecue to the high-tech FM Murray, WKMS streams online at
www.wkrns.oseg. The station also airs on 92.1 FM,
bachelor pad.
The return of instrumental pop of the 1950s and Paducah, 99.5 FM Paris. Term.: and 105.1 FM.
beis on Cl) reissues 'from such major labels as Madisonville. In addition WKMS provides two
RCA and Capitol Records sparked the acation of digital signals: HD-I with the schedule heard on
The Reno Cocktail Hour. The show's playlist 91.3 FM analog and HD-2 with classical music 24
encompasses a diverse array of music - the boars a day.

Come To Our New Home
for
YOUR
New Home!
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$23,000.00

$25,00C.00

3.25%

3.29%

$50,000.00

$50,000.00

3.49%

3.54%
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3.79%
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Grand Opening 12 Month Special
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911

Use this '250 Coupon Towards Your
Closing Costs on a
Secondary Market Mortgage'
Or
Take .25% APR Discount Off of Any
Other CFSB Loan Program"
5250 coupon good toward; Meng coal assoo•Secl wit any long lens Said rata elan /trough CFS8
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'The Pickin' Parts has made
a name for itself thie ughout the
regiout as the old-time music
evert that promotes and keeps
Kentucky and Tennessee music
alive,"
said
traditions
Homeplace Special Events
Coordinator, Cindy Earls. "It's
exciting to see the level of talent
displayed during this weekend.
especially the young musicians
who are so dedicated in preserving the traditions of their ancestors. It's a wonderful was to
experience and learn about the
region's musical heritage.'
Old-time fiddle, guitar and
banjo musicians hold concerts
and pickin' sessions throughout
each day. This year's event welcomes back old favorites like
folk musician Mark Dvorak and
new favorites like nationally
renowned banjo picker Leroy
Troy. His performance captures
the spirit and excitement of an
Uncle Dave Macon twirling
banjo performance. Enjoy the
weekend performances of Leroy.
Troy, Mart Dvorak ,and The
Dixie Volunteers. Plus, throughout the weekend, Susan and
Kelly Amsden of Amsden
Handcrafted Instruments will

demonstrate not only how they
make their Instruments, but also
how to play them. Susan
Amsden will offer a beginner
mountain dulcimer mini-workshop both days. Their handmade instruments will be available fol purchase.

14. and 12 p.m. to 5 p ni
Sunday. June IS. Admission for
Saturday is $6 for ages 13 mig
up. $4 for ages 5-12, and 4 and
Admission for
under free.
ages 13 and up,
for
$5
Sunday is

$3 for ages 5-12. and 4 and
permiss
under free. Picnic type food"
On Saturday, don't
formances from the local blue- and ice-cold drinks arc available
grass band, Carefree Highway for purchase, Bring lawn %intim,
and the award winning up and
ground blankets, picnic baskets,
coming old-time stnng and
umbrellas—in the event of
bluegrass band Cumberland suld
rain.
River Plowboys,
Camping is available at LBL
Children will have an opportunity to join in old-time games, and private campgrounds in the
and play with toys from the mid- area. Lodging is also available
19th century. Bring along your
at state resort parks and motels
instruments to participate in an
"open-mic" stage that will be in the surrounding area.
available at various times
Land Between The Lakes is
throughout the dzy. Or, you may located approximately 90 miles
prefer to sit and play beneath the northwest of Nashville, TN.
shade trees among fellow pickThe Homeplace is located in the
ers and visitors. Scheduled
pickin' sessions will be by the Tennessee portion of LBL.
Toc! B:'—'71 for felks to, sit and
Land BannaTer; The. Lakes is
ten or pick along with the main managed by the Forest Service,
performers.
U.S. Department of Agnculture,
Visitors can take self-guided
in partnership with Friends of
tours of The Horneplac-e farm
LBL. to provide public lands
while the melodies of old-time
tunes echo through the hollow. outdoor recreation and environThe Homeplace includes 16 his- mental education.
toric log structures furnished in
Additional LBI, information
the style of the mid-19th centuis also available on our website
ry. Interpreters in period cloth1-800-1111-7077.
ing will help bring the site to or by calling
You can find
270-924-2000.
or
life.
of LBL
Friends
about
more
out
is
event
scheduled from
The
11 a.m. to 8 p.m., Ssturday. June

at www.friendsoflbl.org.
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753-1916

EN-veST
FINANCIAL CORPORATION

Free Assistance
Opening an Investment
Savings Plan
The Calloway County Ranking
Center of CFSB is now offering
Full Investment Services through
INVEST Financial
•

•
•
a

•

Life Insurance
Annuities
Mutual Funds
Estate Planning
Long-Term Care

We will assist you with setting up:
• An Investment Savings Plan
• Investment Clubs
• Lifelong Income
• Wealth Creation

// ',sr

by.. AIM*

Cali your investment specialist
Brad Fooshee in Murray at
1-888-226-5669 to talk about your
dreams and financial objectives.

Katie Sseen

FSB

T• AMU,tat sri.,cis *MK

1721 N. 12th St. (Next Door to Circus Skeet
Murray. Kerfit.ucky 42071
(270)753-9067

INVEST frisoncial Corporation(MEM member RNRA,SIP( a Registered Broker Dealer,and
Registered Investment Advisor, is not affiliated with <Fuiancial institution Name>. Securities
and insurance products offered through INVEST and affiliated insurance agencies are:• not
FDIC Insured • not deposits,obligations of,or guaranteed by any bank,end •artsublact
to investment Ask including the possible loss of principal amount invested.
nai004581411111
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